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1.0 introduction
1.0 	INTRODUCTION
1.1.

design principles that underpin it. A Supporting
Planning Statement (also prepared by DPDS
Consulting Group) has previously been submitted
as part of the application and an addendum to
this has been submitted as part of the wider
supporting material. The purpose of this
addendum document is to summarise material
considerations (such as the NPPF / housing land
availability / consultation responses) that have
emerged or evolved since the original submission.

An Outline Planning Application (reference) for
residential development at Field Farm, Stapleford
was submitted in November 2011 by DPDS
Consulting Group on behalf of W Westerman
Ltd. The submitted scheme reflected the
comprehensive inputs of the professional team
and discussions held with Broxtowe Borough
Council. Following the submission of the
application a number of consultation responses
were submitted and this has necessitated
revisions to the illustrative masterplan.

1.3.

This revised Design and Access Statement (DAS)
explains the revisions to the scheme and the
rationale behind them. It has been prepared in
accordance with the Department of Communities
and Local Government (DCLG) Circular 01/2006
(Guidance on Changes to the Development
Control System), The Town and Country Planning
(Development Management Procedure) (England)
Order 2010 and the CABE document “Design and
Access Statements – how to write, read and use
them”.
In line with Circular 01/2006 this DAS explains
and justifies the development proposal in a
structured manner setting out the design process
that has been undertaken. It will ensure that
those assessing the application understand the

As part of the submitted planning application
(for which all matters but points of access are
reserved), the proposed development includes for
the following:
•

•
The Proposal
1.4.

1.2.

1.5.

W Westerman Ltd intention is that Field Farm
will be a high quality development providing high
standards of design and quality construction
whilst protecting and enhancing landscape and
biodiversity assets through the careful use of hard
and soft landscaping. Field Farm will provide
up to 450 new homes encompassing a range
of house types and including extensive family
housing. With a host of linkages available to
the surrounding area and easy access to retail,
leisure, education and other services, this location
offers the opportunity to provide a range of
homes in a sustainable location. Further, through
enhancements to existing linkages to adjoining
open spaces, health, leisure, sport and recreation,
the opportunity exists to encourage healthy
living facilitate a range of activities within a green
environment.

•

•
•
•

•
•

A total development of approximately 450
homes for the entire site with a focus on
providing family homes and a proportion of
affordable homes within the site recognising
local need;
Retained and enhanced pedestrian linkages
to existing open spaces and existing
development in Trowell and Stapleford;
Open spaces contained within the
development including a Local Equipped
Area for Play (LEAP) two SUDS swales and
enhanced wildlife corridor along the Boundary
Brook;
Vehicle accesses from Ilkeston Road;
A primary route through the site capable of
servicing a bus route (provided by others);
A negotiated financial contribution towards
the maintenance of adjoining open space
provision;
A negotiated financial contribution towards
public transport improvements; and,
A negotiated financial contribution towards off
site affordable housing provision.
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USTRATIVE

SITE LOCATION PLAN

FIELD FARM

: STAPLEFORD
LEGEND

1.0 introduction

Site Location
4800

1.6.

Comprising the site of a vacant farm complex and
some 27.57 hectares of agricultural land, Field
Farm (“the site”) is located immediately adjacent
to the northern built up edge of Stapleford in the
Nottinghamshire Borough of Broxtowe.

1.7.

Formerly an open cast coal site, Field Farm was
restored for agricultural uses once coal activities
had ceased. Today, the site lies on gently sloping
ground, gradually rising from west to east with a
more notable increase in slope at the eastern end
towards Stapleford Hill.

1.8.

In terms of the land uses and physical features
that bound the site, the A6007 Trowell / Ilkeston
Road with existing established residential
development bounds the southern and western
extents of the site while existing open space
at Stapleford Hill and existing residential
development at Mayfield Drive form the eastern
boundaries to the site. To the north, the site is
bounded by an existing railway line to the north
east and to the north west the site is contained
by the Boundary Brook
N and agricultural fields
DRWG No : P01
REVISION : A
SCALE : 1:5000 @ A3 DATE : October 2011
This drawing is protected by the copyright of the Halsall Lloyd Partnership
Architects
& Designers
beyond
which
demarcate parts of the settlements
of Trowell and Stapleford. Further to this,
on all sides, the site is contained by planting
(hedgerows / trees) of varying type and condition
which supplements the existing containment
provided by roads, development and topography.

Figure 1.1 - The site (not to scale)

!"#$$%$&

Figure 1.2 - View of site
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1.0 introduction
1.9.

As such, in physical terms it is reasonable to state
that this site is well related to and contained by
existing residential development on the south,
east and west with strong physical features
provided to the north and the east. Further
analysis of the attributes of this location in relation
to accessing services and facilities is contained
within the Supporting Planning Statement whilst
analysis of the physical attributes of the site and
its surroundings can be found in this revised DAS.
Document Scope and Purpose

1.10. The CABE document “Design and Access
Statements – how to write, read and use them”
recommends that a DAS should demonstrate
how a planning application has been based upon
a good understanding of local character and
circumstances. This revised DAS demonstrates
how the scheme for Field Farm draws upon
aspects of its surroundings, the particular site
character and the views of stakeholders and the
wider community.

•

•

•

As far as possible, clearly set out the urban
design and architectural strategy for the
proposals;
Explain the design process and provide a
summary of the issues and evaluations that
arose in analysing the site and its context
which informed the illustrative masterplan;
and,
To set a benchmark from which further
detailed (reserved matters) development
proposals can be formulated over time, thus
supporting the development control process
for the site moving forward.

•

Assessment – this section contains
analysis of the site and its context. This
includes the planning history of the site, its
physical relationship with its surroundings
and the prevailing character of a range of
surrounding developments. The constraints

The sign
of a good
place to live

12

1.11. The revised DAS is part of a comprehensive
package of information submitted with this Outline
Planning Application.
1.12. For the purposes of this planning application, the
function and purpose of this revised DAS is to:

1.13. This revised DAS follows the principles of
the advice prescribed by Circular 01/2006
in employing an “assessment-involvementevaluation-design” process, therefore in terms
of its structure, this revised DAS contains the
following content:

Figure 1.3 - Policy documents
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•

•

•

and opportunities of the site which have
informed the illustrative masterplan are also
defined along with a number of technical
considerations which have received comment
as part of the consultation process;
Involvement – this section explains how the
views of a range of stakeholders have been
taken on board. This includes a summary
of the issues considered most important to
the local community and how these have
influenced the proposals;
Evaluation – this brings together the
assessment and involvement sections to
present the refined the vision for the site. This
is combined with the underlying objectives
of W Westerman Ltd to develop a design
philosophy that underpins the illustrative
masterplan;
Illustrative Masterplan Proposals – this presents
the final stage of the design process. Informed
by the previous sections and consultation
process, the revised illustrative masterplan
is presented. This is accompanied with a
commentary on the established aspects of
the prevailing land uses within the scheme,
its character, the amounts of development,
the layout, scale and appearance before
discussing suggested landscaping, access
and movement. This will demonstrate that a
comprehensive approach has been taken to
develop a bespoke scheme for the site.

•

Conclusion – this will provide a final summary
of the revised development proposals. This
revised DAS concludes that the development
of Field Farm provides an opportunity to
provide a range of housing in an ideal location,
at an ideal time with the correct dwelling
mix to provide a high quality and sustainable
environment whilst recognising local
distinctiveness and circumstances.
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2.0 assessment
2.0.

Assessment

study independently appraised areas adjacent
to the Greater Nottingham Principal Urban Area
on their suitability for residential development. In
its conclusions this study recommended an area
“North of Stapleford – Broxtowe” (of which the
Field Farm Site forms part of closest to existing
residential development) as being suitable for a
Sustainable Urban Extension.

Planning History
2.1.

2.2.

2.3.

In the context of its wider planning history and
consideration for residential development, Field
Farm has been considered for such development
for some time. The site was positively considered
by Broxtowe Borough Council as a first reserve
site for residential development as far back as
1985 and since then it has been assessed at
various stages of development plan preparation.
Arguably the most significant examination of
the site came as part of the 2003 Broxtowe
Local Plan Review Inquiry where the Inspector
favourably concluded that the site should be
removed from the Green Belt and allocated as
“Safeguarded Land” for future development.
However at that time, as the Inspectors’ report
was not formally binding, Broxtowe Borough
Council rejected the Inspectors recommendations
stating that the needs for safeguarded land should
be considered and reviewed at a later date.
Moving forward and as part of the review
stimulated in part by the then emerging
Regional Planning Guidance, in 2008 the
consultants Tribal acting on behalf of the Local
Planning Authorities produced an “Appraisal
of Sustainable Urban Extensions Study”. This

2.4.

2.5.

2.6.

Site Analysis

2.7.

This subsequently informed further plan
preparation and between 2009 and 2012 the
Field Farm site was identified within the Greater
Nottingham Aligned Core Strategies (and the
wider accompanying evidence base) as a
potential Sustainable Urban Extension “North of
Stapleford” in Broxtowe.
Most recently as part of the 2012 consultation
this has led to the site being identified as the
only “strategic allocation” identified within
Broxtowe Borough, whereby Field Farm has been
considered suitable as a suitable allocation for
some 450 dwellings. This potential location for
development along with the overall level of housing
requirement for Broxtowe was open to public and
stakeholder consultation during Summer 2012.
Further detailed analysis is contained within the
Supporting Planning Statement and its associated
addendum document that forms part of the wider
submission.

Surrounding Landscape Context
As introduced earlier in this DAS, the site covers
some 27.57 hectares of agricultural land. In
terms of its defined character, Field Farm lies
within National Landscape Character Area 38;
the “Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire and Yorkshire
Coalfield”, as defined by the Countryside
Commission’s Character of England mapping.
The characteristics of this landscape include:
•
•

•
•

2.8.

Complex mix of built up areas, industrial land,
dereliction and farmed open country;
Ever present urban influences from major
cities, smaller industrial towns and mining
villages;
Rolling landforms with hills, escarpments and
broad valleys; and
Local variation in landscape character
reflecting variations in underlying geology.

In terms of defined landscape character at a
county level, the Nottinghamshire Countryside
Appraisal (1997) identifies the site within the
“Coalfield Farmlands” landscape type. It is
characterised (amongst others) by ”varied
undulating topography”, “closeley spaced mining
settlements”, “pockets of pastoral farmland”, “small
to medium sized hedged fields”, “mine sites” and
“scattered, small, broad-leaved woodlands”.
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ILLUSTRATIVE

SITE LOCATION PLAN

FIELD FARM : STAPLEFORD
2.9.

4800

LEGEND
As
part of the Nottinghamshire Countryside
Appraisal (1997), the site has been identified
as being within the “NC02 Babbington Rolling
Farmlands Policy Zone”. This is characterised
by “areas of strongly undulating to gently rolling
landscape”, “medium sized arable fields” bounded
by “generally well maintained hedgerows” with
“blocks of woodland” also prevalent.

Site Specific Landscape & Topography
2.10. Formerly an open cast coal site, Field Farm was
restored for agricultural use once coal extraction
activities had ceased. Today, the site lies on
gently sloping ground, gradually rising from west
to east with a more notable increase in slope at
the eastern end towards Stapleford Hill.
2.11. A combination of existing land uses, landscape
features and prevailing topography provides
strong, defensible boundaries for the proposed
development. The A6007 Trowell / Ilkeston Road
with existing established residential development
bounds the southern and western extents of the
site while existing open space at Stapleford Hill
and residential development at Mayfield Drive
form the eastern boundaries of the site.
Figure 2.1 - Site Location Plan (not to scale)
DRWG No : P01
REVISION : A
SCALE : 1:5000 @ A3 DATE : October 2011
This drawing is protected by the copyright of the Halsall Lloyd Partnership Architects & Designers
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2.0 assessment
2.12. The site is bounded by an existing railway line
to the north east with designated open space to
the north. To the north west the site is contained
by the watercourse of Boundary Brook with
agricultural fields beyond; the brook forming the
Parish boundary between the Parishes of Trowell
and Stapleford.

2.16. Within the site there is a single hedgerow of
relatively low quality which follows the line of the
brook to the west of Field Farmhouse.

2.13. Further to this, on all sides, the site is contained
by planting (hedgerows / trees) of varying type
and condition which supplement the existing
containment provided by roads, development and
topography.
2.14. In terms of features within the site, a single farm
complex, “Field Farm” is located within the centre
of the site. Previously comprising a farmhouse
and courtyard arrangement of barns and stables
to the north. Accelerating deterioration of these
buildings as a result of ongoing vandalism and
unlawful access to the site led to the demolition
of the vast majority of these buildings over the
of Summer 2011. Field Farmhouse and a single,
open sided barn remain to date.
2.15. Peripheral boundaries are generally defined by
hedgerows with occasional trees. The Boundary
Brook stream corridor which defines the north
western site boundary, is formed by dense willow
woodland which is poorly maintained. To the east,
Stapleford Hill is covered with dense woodland
mainly comprising oak and birch.

Figure 2.2 - Aerial view open cast coal site circa 1950

Figure 2.3 - Site boundary defined by hedgerow

2.17. To the south east of Field Farm, on the more
elevated area of land, a broad belt of strategic
planting has been undertaken. Comprising an
establishing mix of a diverse range of native tree
species, this planting is relatively young, with
specimens reaching no more than 8m in height
and having an average trunk circumference of
less than 200mm. Following the submission
of the Outline Planning Application the Council
confirmed a Tree Preservation Order on this
woodland belt and also two number Oak Trees
towards the western portion of the site adjacent
to Trowell Road / Stapleford Road. This is further
assessed through the Evaluation section of this
revised DAS where the implications are identified
in terms of Opportunities and Constraints.
2.18. As a result of its topography the site has a strong
visual relationship with the existing settlement
areas to the south, west and east. Views are
generally limited to the leading edge of these
areas and to parts of the public open space to the
north. A small area in the middle distance to the
north around Swancar Farm, is visible from some
areas of the site, whilst longer distance views in
the direction of Hallam Fields and Stanton by Dale
are available from the elevated eastern sector.
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2.0 assessment
2.19. In general, whilst the fabric of the site itself has a
character typical of arable land, this is otherwise
dominated by the urbanising effect of adjacent
development.
Local Facilities
2.20. A key part of achieving sustainable development
is to enable residents to access a range of local
facilities without placing a reliance on the use of
the private car. At around 1.6km from the centre
of Stapleford, Field Farm is comfortably within the
well recognised 2km walking distance threshold of
the range of local facilities offered within the town.
In addition there are also further local facilities
available on Pasture Road, which is a short
distance to the south west of the site.

2.22. In terms of education, Field Farm benefits from
good access to existing schools. There are eight
primary age schools and two secondary schools
within 2km of the site, therefore the location of the
site means that there is a realistic probability of
reducing the daily impact of the ‘school run’.

Figure 2.4 - The Co-operative food store located off Derby Road

2.24. In addition to these employment areas, Stapleford
contains numerous shops, financial services, car
sales services, shops and restaurants providing
numerous job opportunities. These employment
areas are all within 5 kilometres of the sites and
are readily accessible by a variety of transport
modes.

2.21. Facilities within the recognised 2km walking
distance of Field Farm include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Health – Including Stapleford Care Centre,
Health Surgeries, Dentist and Pharmacies;
Education – Eight Primary Schools and Two
Secondary Schools;
Employment
Retail - Including Local Shops, a Post Office
and a Supermarket;
Public Transport Access;
Public Houses; and,
Community Infrastructure - Including a
Community Centre, Library and Recreation
Areas.

2.23. In terms of employment opportunities Field Farm
has good access to a range of employers that are
easily accessible from the site. Within Stapleford
there are a number of employment/industrial
estates such as at Bessell Lane/Palmer Drive and
Pinfold Business Park. There are many enterprises
in these areas employing a not insignificant
number of people.

Figure 2.5 - Stapleford Care Centre with the adjoining Co-operative pharmacy

2.25. In terms of retail, health and leisure facilities, Field
Farm has good access to existing retail facilities.
In particular at a distance of around 1.6km from
the site, it is very well related to Stapleford town
centre. The town centre contains a variety of
retail outlets. These include a Co-op supermarket,
a Farmfoods shop and a Sainsbury’s Local.
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2.0 assessment
Further to these, there is a post office, a number
of banks and financial services, numerous
restaurants and hot food take-aways, discount
stores, confectionary shops, news agents, cafes,
a bookmakers, furniture stores and car sales,
services and garages.
2.26. Clearly the town centre does not just provide a
place where local residents can ‘top up’ their
shopping. People can and genuinely do their
weekly food shop and have access to other
facilities at the same time.
Figure 2.6 - Stapleford Public Library

2.27. The relationship between the site and the town
centre is of major significance if sustainable
development is to be achieved and the need to
travel reduced.
2.28. For the sake of completeness, it is worth noting
that in addition to the town centre there are a
number of small retailers along Pasture Road
within close proximity to the site. On Pasture
Road there is a lifestyle express convenience
store, hot food takeaways, a sandwich shop, a
hairdressers and the Man of Iron pub. These are
the closest retail facilities to the south western part
of the site. There is also the Jaguar public house
located off Ilkeston Road. These local facilities are
within easy walking and cycling distance of the
site.

2.29. There are a number of social facilities which
support the local community. There are health
services and pharmacies within Stapleford town
centre, as well as opticians and dentist practices.
In addition to these services is Hickings Lane
Medical Centre which is within 2km of the site.
There are also numerous nurseries throughout
Stapleford, a library, community centre and a
range of community groups providing services
such as citizens advice.
2.30. Whilst a range of recreation facilities are located
directly adjacent to the site (to the north and to
the south on Ilkeston Road), within 5 kilometres
of the site there is a substantial range of sport
and recreation facilities. These include Bramcote
Hills Park and Leisure Centre, Ilkeston Road
Recreation Ground, Pit Lane Recreation Ground,
Pasture Road Recreation Ground, Queen
Elizabeth Park and Hickings Lane Recreation
Ground.
2.31. The above mentioned park and recreation
grounds include facilities such as football pitches,
children’s play grounds, bowling greens, tennis
courts, cricket pitches and skate park.

Figure 2.7 - Stapleford Town Centre
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2.0 assessment
Access & Movement

Figure 2.8 - Bramcote Hills Park

Access
2.32. There is at present a single vehicular access
into the site directly from Ilkeston Road
(A6007). There is also an existing public right
of way (footpath) leading to the sports facilities,
allotments and open spaces around the Pit Lane
recreation area to the north, the railway line and
canal to the north east and then east of Mayfield
Drive and onto Coventry Lane (A6002). There
are also links to the west with a public footpath
opposite the junction with Pit Lane and Trowell
Road (A6007).
2.33. Owing to its relationship with Ilkeston Road,
whereby the largest linear section of the site
boundary lies adjacent offers the most potential
for new access points into the site.

Figure 2.9 - Trowell Park children’s play area

Walking & Cycling
2.34. As stated previously, a key part of achieving
sustainable development is to put residents
in a position in which they are able to place
less reliance on the private car. For this to be
achieved, it is vital that residents are well served
by a wide range of facilities that can be reached
by modes of transport other than the private car.
Before utilising public transport options, the two
most important modes of travel at a local level are
walking and cycling.

2.35. Although it has recently been replaced by the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
paragraph 75 of Planning Policy Guidance Note
13 (PPG13) still represents an industry wide
standard with regard to distance thresholds for
modes of non-car travel. It states that “walking
is the most important mode of travel at the
local level, offering the greatest opportunity to
replace short car trips, particularly those under 2
kilometres”.
2.36. At around 1.6 kilometres the site is comfortably
within 2 kilometres of Stapleford town centre and
within close proximity to further local retail and
service provision along Pasture Road allowing for
ease of access on foot as distances below the
recognised thresholds. Residential development
of this site would provide an opportunity for
a large number of people to walk to the town
centre and to additional local facilities identified in
previous paragraphs.
2.37. With regards to cycling, Paragraph 78 of PPG13
considered that “Cycling also has potential to
substitute for short car trips, particularly those
under 5km”. As noted above the distance
between the site and the town centre is easily
within both of the widely accepted 2 kilometre or
5 kilometres thresholds. Consequently, as with
walking, it is realistic to expect that future residents
of the site would cycle to the town centre.
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2.38. Broxtowe Borough Council has a published
programme of cycle route provision. This map
shows that there is a purpose-designed facility,
which is part of the Greater Nottingham Cycle
Network to the east of the site along Coventry
Lane. There are also dedicated connections using
quiet roads and lanes away from traffic such as
at Melbourne Road which is close to the south
of the site. This cycle route provides connections
to Stapleford town centre as well as nearby
Bramcote, Beeston and Chilwell.
2.39. Along with Stapleford Town Centre; Sandiacre,
Bramcote, Trowell and Ilkeston are all within 5
kilometres of the site. Apart from local facilities,
within the accepted cycling distance there are the
sport and recreation facilities at Bramcote Leisure
Centre; Bramcote Hills Park; Beeston Fields Golf
Club; Erewash Valley Golf Club; as well as various
places for religious meetings / worship.
Public Transport
2.40. Continuing with transport related aspects of
assessing the sustainability of a location for
development; the next aspect involves identifying
the opportunities for public transport facilities to
replace the private car for both local journeys
and also those over a longer distance. In relation
to the application site, the most readily available
public transport mode is the bus.

2.41. The site has good access to public transport. The
latest bus timetables show that there are excellent
existing services running along Ilkeston Road,
Trowell Road and Pasture Road which link the site
with Stapleford town centre, Ilkeston, Beeston,
Long Eaton and Nottingham City. These services
comprise routes 15, 18, 20 and 21. Further
services leave the town centre connecting with
places such as Derby City.

Figure 2.10 - The No.15 bus on Pasture Road

2.42. In terms of the number 18 Nottingham-BeestonStapleford service, between 6.06am and 6.45pm
on a weekday there is a regular service from a bus
stop on Ilkeston Road adjacent the site towards
Nottingham City Centre with a similar return
journey service from Nottingham City running from
6.20am to 6.45pm.
2.43. With regards the number 15 Old Sawley Stapleford - Ilkeston service, there is a half
hourly service from Pasture Road from 5.58am
to 11.46pm connecting with areas such as
Ilkeston and Long Eaton. The number 21 runs an
hourly service in both directions connecting with
Nottingham City, Queen’s Medical Centre, Trowell
and Ilkeston.

Figure 2.11 - Bus stop north of Pasture Drive adjacent to the site

2.44. Bus services that serve this site are clearly of
high quality. Not only do buses travel throughout
the day but people can also enjoy the nighttime economy by public transport. Clearly bus
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2.0 assessment
operators provide this level of service because
local residents along this route use the service as
a real alternative to the car.
2.45. By virtue of the frequency of buses, the
destinations served and the proximity of existing
bus stops it is considered that the site is situated
in a sustainable location with good possibilities
for bus travel and for multi modal journeys from
further destinations such as Nottingham.
2.46. Further analysis is provided through the Transport
Assessment, Travel Plan and associated
Technical Notes which have been prepared by
BSP Consulting and accompany the application
submission.
Technical Considerations
Flood Risk and Drainage
2.47. A full Flood Risk Assessment and Drainage
Strategy has been prepared by BSP Consulting
to accompany the original application submission.
This document noted that Environment Agency
indicative flood mapping confirms that the site
would not be at risk of flooding in a 0.1% (1:1000
year) probability flood event due to flooding from
the River Erewash. However it identified that a
lower order water course, Boundary Brook which
flows through Field Farm from west to east has
the potential to be the primary source of flood risk
to the site.

2.48. A detailed modelling study of the Boundary Brook
was been undertaken to confirm the flood risk
associated with this watercourse. This revealed
that in extreme storm events the existing channel
has limited capacity and flows currently overtop
the banks and culverts.
2.49. To provide adequate mitigation and ensure
that flood risk is not worsened both within the
development and off-site, engineering works were
proposed to re-profile the brook and provide flood
plain compensation. Further to this, opportunities
to provide additional flood water storage
capacity within the brook line were investigated.
It is intended that surface water flows from the
development proposals are held back within the
development area in SUDS swales, prior to slow
release to the Boundary Brook, to replicate the
existing greenfield conditions.
2.50. Further to this with regard to capacities in the
local combined sewerage network, it was
identified that deficiencies in this network have
led to flooding being experienced in the nearby
Trowell Park Estate. Whilst tank sewers have
been installed previously along the Stapleford
/ Trowell Road, W Westerman Ltd’ consulting
engineers recommended that opportunities to
provide further back up sewer storage capacity be
investigated.

2.51. The submitted Flood Risk Assessment and
Drainage Strategy received analysis and
comments from the Environment Agency.
Importantly the Environment Agency did not
object to the application proposals and provided
a number of useful comments to be addressed
at subsequent design stages. A letter from
BSP is included as part of the wider application
submission, this provides an updated technical
position and confirms that the publication of the
NPPF does not materially impact upon both the
content of the submitted Flood Risk Assessment
and Drainage Strategy nor the position of the
Environment Agency.
Ecology
2.52. A number of detailed surveys for protected and/
or notable species have been undertaken to
fully assess the ecological value of all habitats
supported within the site. Previous ecology
survey works were undertaken during 2010 and
2011 and these formed the basis of the previous
submission to Broxtowe Borough Council.
Further updated baseline surveys have been
undertaken in 2012 and this updated position is
summarised below.
2.53. Overall, the vast majority of the site is considered
to be of only limited ecological value given
the predominance of fields under agricultural
cultivation. However bat roosts of common
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2.0 assessment
and widespread species are supported within
the buildings on site. These include a common
pipistrelle summer/transitional roost within
Field Farmhouse, considered to be of only low
conservation status. In addition a brown longeared bat maternity roost is also supported
within the barn, considered to be of medium
conservation significance; as such this building
is to be retained as part of the development
proposals for the site.

Figure 2.12 - Retained barn

Figure 2.13 - Mature trees and hedgerows on the site

2.54. In addition, Boundary Brook, areas of seminatural woodland, hedgerows and the mature
trees located on site are also considered to
support protected and notable species, with
foraging and commuting bats and common bird
species recorded utilising these habitats. A small
population of grass snake is also present on site
and associated with Boundary Brook and its
wooded corridor, whilst water vole have also been
recorded utilising the western extent of Boundary
Brook in the past, albeit intermittently when
conditions are favourable.
2.55. The updated appraisal report concludes that
(in addition to the retention of the barn) the vast
majority of habitats of ecological value will be
retained as part of the development proposals.
This together with additional biodiversity

enhancements proposed through additional
planting, the creation of green corridors and
attenuation basins within the scheme will ensure
the avoidance of any significant impacts upon
habitats and species whilst maintaining the
favourable conservation status of those protected
species supported by the site.
2.56. Furthermore, the strengthening of habitat
connectivity across the site as well as to the
wider landscape as a result of the proposed
enhancements will also likely deliver additional
opportunities for enhancement and biodiversity
gain for the site in general.
2.57. In terms of the consultation process to date,
comments have been received with regard to
ecological matters from Nottinghamshire Wildlife
Trust and Natural England, both parties made a
number of observations and recommendations
with regard to the original proposals and these
are reflected in the revised illustrative masterplan
proposals.
2.58. Further commentary is contained within the
Ecology Appraisal Update Report prepared
by EDP which is included as part of the wider
submission.
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Noise
2.59. Owing to the presence of the Railway line to
the northern boundary of the site, together with
the adjacent roads (Ilkeston Road and Trowel
Road) a Noise Assessment has been prepared
by BSP Consulting and this is submitted with the
application.
2.60. As part of this noise assessment, existing noise
levels were measured at the site during a 24-hour
period on Monday 5th/Tuesday 6th and Tuesday
6th/Wednesday 7th July 2011. For the PPG24
assessment of the road noise at the site, two
noise-monitoring positions adjacent to Ilkeston
Road and Trowell Road were used in order to
provide a representative view of the existing
noise environment for the development. The
assessment was carried out in accordance with
PPG24 (for which the main thrust of guidance is
carried over to the NPPF) over a 24-hour period,
to ensure that the measured noise levels were
representative of the worst-case scenario in noise
terms.
2.61. An assessment of noise emanating for the existing
railway line located adjacent to the small parcel
of land at the rear of the site was also carried out.
This part of the assessment was carried out in
accordance with PPG24 using Single Event Noise
Exposure Level (SEL) measured around 15m from
the existing railway line.

2.62. With respect to the adjacent highways, to ensure
that the entire site is within NEC A, the proposed
dwellings should be located a minimum distance
of 14.1m from the centre line of Ilkeston Road
and a minimum distance of 15.3m from the centre
line of Trowell Road. For the northern part of
the site adjacent to the railway line, the current
noise levels are below those stated by NEC A
and therefore further attenuation would not be
required. It should be noted that if garden areas
are placed adjacent to Ilkeston Road/Trowell
Road additional attenuation may be required.

2.63. It was concluded that under the present noise
climate and with the above being implemented
that the site is suitable for the proposed residential
development.
2.64. This conclusion was supported by the Council’s
Environmental Health officer through the original
consultation response. A letter from BSP is
included as part of the wider submission, this
provides an updated technical position and
confirms that the publication of the NPPF should
not materially impact upon both the content of
the submitted noise assessment work and should
not alter the stance of the Council’s Environmental
Health Officer.
Ground Conditions
2.65. As Field Farm has been historically subjected
to open cast coal extraction, and in order
to investigate ground conditions and inform
decisions on the future development of the site,
BSP Consulting has undertaken a Phase I & II
Ground Investigation Report. This has been
expanded further through a Supplementary Phase
II Ground Investigation report.

Figure 2.14 - Aerial view of open cast mine site circa.1950

2.66. In summary, the ground conditions encountered
were highly variable, due to the presence of
locally deep Made Ground, together with the
presence of several different underlying natural
geologies. The Made Ground typically comprised
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replaced overburden from the former quarrying
activities (i.e. reworked natural soils) with greatest
thicknesses encountered within the former
opencast quarries.
2.67. With regards to contamination, works to date
have revealed that the in-situ soils may be
regarded as being uncontaminated based on the
proposed residential end use and with respect to
the determinants tested for. No specific remedial
works are therefore considered necessary at the
site.
2.68. A ground gas monitoring programme has revealed
that ground gas precautions will be required in the
proposed development, equivalent to Amber 2
precautions in accordance with NHBC guidance.
This classification may be revised following parcel/
phase specific works in due course. No specific
radon precautions are required.
2.69. The site is predominantly underlain by a
Secondary A Aquifer, corresponding to the
underlying Lower Coal Measures strata, with
a Principal Aquifer indicated in the east of the
site, corresponding to underlying Lower Mottled
Sandstone. The sandstone forms part of a
Zone III Source Protection Zone. The foregoing
terminology differs from our Combined Report
due to the recent renaming/re-categorising of the
aquifers by the Environment Agency.

2.70. Supplementary works were targeted to the
southern field areas of the wider site area, and
comprised a series of deep boreholes to attempt
to determine the depth and competency of the
Made Ground within the former opencasts, and
to undertake an initial shallow underground coal
mining investigation. No shallow underground coal
workings were revealed by the initial investigation
within potential influencing distance of the surface.
Confirmatory works should be undertaken in due
course, on a parcel or phase specific basis.
2.71. The Phase I & II and Supplementary Phase II
Ground Investigation reports submitted as part
of the original planning application and received
comment from the Council’s Environmental Health
Officer.
2.72. Importantly no objections were registered to the
application proposals and it was agreed that
where appropriate, the need for further work (gas
monitoring) to take place could be satisfactorily
controlled by a planning condition. A letter from
BSP is included as part of the wider submission,
this provides an updated technical position and
confirms that the publication of the NPPF and
other good practice guidance since the original
submission should not materially impact upon
both the content of the submitted assessments
and the previous conclusions of the Council’s
Environmental Health Officer.

Archaeology
2.73. In terms of Archaeology, a desk based
assessment has been carried out to establish the
existence of any Archaeological constraints to the
development of Field Farm.
2.74. This assessment confirms that Field Farm does
not contain any designated heritage assets, such
as world heritage sites, scheduled monuments,
listed buildings, conservation areas, registered
parks & gardens and registered battlefields.
It is also confirmed that it is unlikely that the
development of the site would affect the setting of
any neighbouring listed buildings.
2.75. In addition, the site does not contain any
archaeological remains which are recorded as
being of significance on the Nottinghamshire
Historic Environment Record.
2.76. Further commentary is contained within the
Archaeological Desk-Based Assessment prepared
by EDP.
2.77. The submitted Archaeological Desk-Based
Assessment received analysis and comments
from the County Archaeologist. Importantly no
objections were registered to the application
proposals and it was agreed that where
appropriate, the need for further work to take
place could be satisfactorily controlled by a
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planning condition. A letter from EDP is included
as part of the wider submission, this provides
an updated technical position and confirms that
the publication of the NPPF should not materially
impact upon both the content of the submitted
Archaeological Desk-Based Assessment and the
conclusions of the County Archaeologist.
Agricultural Land Classification
2.78. To supplement the wider submission, Kernon
Countryside Consultants have undertaken an
agricultural land classification (ALC) and its findings
are assessed against adopted planning policy.
2.79. The survey identifies agricultural land of Grade 2
(6%) and Subgrades 3a (33%) and 3b (48%) with
the remaining 13% of the total land area being
defined as “non agricultural”.
2.80. In reference to the NPPF, whist Annex 2 of the
framework defines “best and most versatile
agricultural land” as “land in grades 1, 2 and 3a
of the Agricultural Land Classification” which
would normally be afforded a degree of protection
against loss for development, the assessment
finds a number of mitigating circumstances to
justify the release of the land. These relate to two
matters, firstly the restoration of the land following
previous coal extraction and secondly the overall
size of areas classed as being “best and most
versatile”.

2.81. For example in terms of subgrade 3a, the
assessment states that “Accordingly whilst there
is a reasonably extensive area of subgrade 3a, its
overall quality is moderated, in practical terms, by
the patchy nature of heavier, wetter soils following
restoration in the past.”
2.82. Further, in terms of the overall area of land
classed as being “best and most versatile”,
the assessment finds: “The site contains
approximately 10.8 ha of best and most versatile
agricultural land, comprising 39% of the total
area. Accordingly, the quantum of best and most
versatile land leads to a low magnitude of impact
on the national resource, as it falls beneath the
generally accepted threshold of 20 ha.”
2.83. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that the
release of the site for development would not
cause a significant conflict with planning policy,
including that contained within the NPPF.
Character Analysis
2.84. An analysis of the surrounding built environment
is important to provide a local context to inform
emerging proposals and ensure that where
possible development schemes observe local
distinctiveness. An analysis has been undertaken
to ensure that the development of Field Farm
responds positively to its surroundings.

2.85. The following areas have been selected for
study, these principally relate to the existing long
established residential development that adjoins
the site and also a nearby example of more
recently established residential development ,
these areas are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Trowell Grove;
Trowell Road / Stapleford Road;
Ilkeston Road;
Mayfield Drive; and
Trowell Park.

2.86. Several aspects of each of the identified areas are
studied, these principally include urban, built and
plot forms, car parking, details and materials.
2.87. Combined, the study of these elements will
inform the illustrative masterplan, whilst at this
stage, architectural styles and plot form will
be further considered through later reserved
matters submissions it is important to observe
local circumstance to provide an overarching
framework for the site. It should be noted that
not all items studied are deemed appropriate
references, for example flatted development as
this is unlikely to be a building style relevant to
Field Farm.
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Trowell Grove
2.88. This area is suburban in form and its character
is typical of post war development. It has a
formal linear pattern with almost exclusively semi
detached two storey dwellings of similar size. The
dwellings have a strong relationship with the road
with short set backs and short front gardens,
some of which have been paved to provide offstreet parking.

2.90. As mentioned above, the plots are formed from
two storey semi-detached houses, these follow
the gentle curvature of the road in a linear pattern.
The houses have small front gardens bounded
with walls, fences and hedges however some
have been surfaced with hard standing to provide
vehicle parking. The houses incorporate rear
gardens which also provide access to on plot
garaging which is accessed from Pit Lane which
runs parallel to Trowell Grove.

2.89. Trowell Grove is a relatively narrow road
terminating in a cul-de-sac at its eastern end. It
does not accommodate any formal or planned
on street parking. The pavements are relatively
narrow and lack grass verges.

2.91. In terms of architectural detailing and materials,
the buildings are all of red brick construction with
clay tiled hipped roofs, chimneys and incorporate
bay windows at ground floor level. There are
some occurrences of pale render and grey stucco
finishes which provide contrast against brick.
Original timber windows have typically been
replaced with white Upvc with some occurances
of imitation hardwood Upvc. Some buildings
have been extended both to the front and the rear
to provide additional space. The garaging to the
rear varies in its construction from timber through
to brick built and sectional concrete construction,
doors vary from side hung timber, to up and over
metal and roller types.

Figure 2.15 -2.17 - Typical housing in the Trowell Grove area
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Trowell Road / Stapleford Road
2.92. As with Trowell Grove, this area is suburban in
form and its character is also typical of post war
development, however the A6007, is a higher
order road and as such, the form of development
differs. Whilst it has a formal linear pattern like
Trowell Grove, on the part adjacent to Field Farm,
almost exclusively detached two storey dwellings
prevail. The dwellings are further set back from
the road with front gardens and driveways. The
dwellings along Trowell Road / Stapleford Road
provide an attractive street frontage in spacious
plots the opportunity is presented to provide a
further “answering edge” wherever practicable
in the development proposals to reflect this
character and provide integration with the
adjacent properties and present high quality build
form.

2.93. In comparison to Trowell Grove, this stretch of
Trowell Road / Stapleford Road is wider and more
heavily trafficked. It does not accommodate
any formal or planned on street parking and in
comparison to Trowell Grove (where parking
arrangements differ), there are minimal occurrences
of on street parking. The pavement, although
single sided is slightly wider and features narrow
grass verges to the back edge of the footway.
2.94. As mentioned above, the plots are formed from
two storey detached houses, these follow the
straight path of the road in a linear pattern.
The houses have front gardens and driveways
bounded with walls, fences and hedges. The
houses incorporate large rear gardens. Parking
and garaging is exclusively on plot with garages
either built into the building line of houses or
detached and located elsewhere on plot.

2.95. In terms of architectural detailing and materials,
the buildings are all of red brick construction
with clay tiled hipped roofs (some with pitched
projections), chimneys and incorporate bay
windows. There are some occurrences of
properties finished in pale render and stucco
finishes which provide contrast against brick. As
with the majority of the surrounding areas, original
timber windows have typically been replaced with
white Upvc with some occurances of imitation
hardwood Upvc. Many buildings have been
extended both to the front and the rear to provide
additional floor space.
2.96. The garaging varies in its construction from brick
built to sectional concrete construction, doors
vary and may include side hung timber, to up and
over metal and roller types.

Figure 2.18 -2.20 - Typical housing in the Trowell Road/Stapleford Road area
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Ilkeston Road
2.97. The development fronting onto Ilkeston Road
facing Field Farm differs from the previously
analysed areas, although this area is largely
suburban in form, its character is more mixed with
varying dwelling types, tenures and architectural
appearance evident.
2.98. The dwellings range from two storey detached
dwellings set back from the road (towards the
roundabout in the west), two storey terraced
properties and two / three storey flatted
development moving to the east adjacent to the
established open space area. The positioning
in plots also varies with buildings following the

orientation of the road to the west with a “saw
tooth” style layout of terraces and flat buildings
moving eastwards.
2.99. Given the varying plot typologies evident in this
area, the opportunity is presented to provide an
“answering edge” in the development proposals
to provide integration with the adjacent properties
and present high quality build form.
2.100. In terms of the local highway character, this
stretch of Ilkeston Road is probably comparable
with the analysed stretch of Trowell Road /
Stapleford Road in that it is relatively wide and well
trafficked. It does not accommodate any formal
or planned on street parking and in comparison

to Trowell Grove (where parking arrangements
differ), there are minimal occurrences of on street
parking (although often more than Trowell Road
/ Stapleford Road). The pavement, although
single sided is slightly wider and feature narrow
grass verges in places to the back edge of the
footway.
2.101. As mentioned above, the plots are formed from
a varied range of two storey detached dwellings
set back from the road (towards the roundabout
in the west), two storey terraced properties and
two / three storey flatted development moving to
the east adjacent to the established open space
area.

Figure 2.21 -2.23 - Typical housing in the Ilkeston Road area
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2.102. The detached houses (to the west) have front
gardens and driveways bounded by well
maintained hedges and incorporate large rear
gardens. Parking and garaging is exclusively on
plot with garages either built into the building line
of houses or detached and located elsewhere on
plot.
2.103. The terraced properties feature front gardens with
some driveway parking facing onto Ilkeston Road
and some featuring principal accesses onto culde-sacs to the rear (Ramsay Close, Arran Close).
Private amenity space is lower than the more
substantial detached houses further to the west.
The flatted development meanwhile features
shared outside amenity space and Meredith Court
to the east features communal off road parking.
2.104. In terms of architectural detailing and materials,
many of the buildings appear of red brick
construction with clay tiled hipped roofs,
chimneys and incorporate bay windows at ground
floor level particularly in the properties to the west
of Ilkeston Road. The terraced houses are of
brick construction with pitched roofs. There are
some occurrences of properties finished in pale
render (such as Meredith Court which is also flat
roofed). As with the majority of the surrounding
areas, original timber windows have typically been
replaced with white Upvc.
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Mayfield Drive
2.105. As with Trowell Grove, this area is suburban in
form and its character is also typical of post war
development, Mayfield Drive is a quiet lower
order road which accommodates predominantly
semi detached two storey dwellings with some
detached properties, many of which are of similar
size. The dwellings are set back from the road
with front gardens and driveways. Mayfield
Drive differs from the other areas as the sloping
topography plays a role in the orientation of
the road. Also the buildings closely follow the
curvature of the road. One exception within
Mayfield Drive is a small infill development of
modern homes.

2.106. Mayfield Drive does not accommodate any formal
or planned on street parking and in comparison to
Trowell Grove (where parking arrangements differ),
there are fewer occurrences of on street parking.
2.107. As mentioned above, the plots are formed from
a mix of two storey detached and semi detached
houses, these follow the curved path of the road.
The houses have front gardens and driveways
bounded with walls, fences and hedges. The
houses incorporate large rear gardens. Parking
and garaging is exclusively on plot with garages
either built into the building line of houses or
detached and located elsewhere on plot.

2.108. In terms of architectural detailing and materials,
the buildings are all of red brick construction with
clay tiled hipped / pitched roofs, chimneys and
incorporate bay windows with some vertical tiled
cladding. As with the majority of the surrounding
areas, original timber windows have typically been
replaced with white Upvc. Many buildings have
been extended both to the front and the rear to
provide additional floor space.
2.109. The garaging varies in its construction from brick
built to sectional concrete construction, doors
vary from side hung timber, to up and over metal
and roller types.

Figure 2.24 -2.26 - Typical housing in the Mayfield Drive area
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Trowell Park
2.110. Trowell Park differs to the other areas as it
represents an example of a more modern (1990’s)
residential development. Trowell Park Drive
provides a main spine road into the development
terminating in a cul-de-sac, there are a number of
other cul-de-sacs branching off this road which
accommodate a varied range of dwellings. These
range from chalet style bungalows, detached and
semi detached two storey dwellings. Dwellings
are set back from the roads to varying degrees
with driveways, front gardens and garaging
prevalent throughout. Owing to its varied mix of
house types, Trowell Park has a distinctly less
uniform and formal character to the other areas.

2.111. The legibility of the area is much improved over
the other areas as there are many pedestrian
routes through the blocks which aid pedestrian
navigation.

Figure 2.27 -Typical housing in the Trowell Park area

Figure 2.28 -2.29 - Typical housing by Westerman in the Trowell Park area

2.112. As mentioned above, the plots are formed from
a varied mix of house types. Many of the houses
and bungalows have front gardens and driveways
bounded with walls, fences and hedges. The
houses incorporate large rear gardens. Parking
and garaging is exclusively on plot with garages
either built into the building line of houses or
detached and located elsewhere on plot.

2.113. In terms of architectural detailing and materials,
the vast majority of buildings are of brick
construction with a varying colour palette used.
Roofs mainly consist of with profile tiled hipped /
pitched roofs with chimneys. Varied fenestration
and elevational treatments exist throughout with
features including decorative brick lintels, timber
cladding and rendered sections. Windows are
typically Upvc double glazed. Although the
development when compared to surrounding
areas is relatively recent, it is well established
and some buildings have been extended both to
the front and the rear to provide additional floor
space.
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3.0.	Involvement

3.2.

Many of these issues have also been raised
throughout the post-submission consultation
process and responses to the issues raised are
incorporated in the comprehensive submission.
To aid the communication of the proposals to the
community, both a website and brochure were
prepared and this brochure was circulated to
1200 households neighbouring Field Farm.

3.3.

The website has been updated to communicate
the revised materials and summarise the
processes undertaken by the professional team
to arrive at the submitted proposals and invites
the community to communicate their views both
directly to W Westerman Ltd and also through
the statutory re-consultation process that will be
undertaken by the Council.

	Stakeholder Awareness / Participation
3.1.

In terms of stakeholder participation, there
has been extended consultation with Council
Officers and elected members. Over a number
of years representatives of W Westerman Ltd
have attended various public meetings across
Broxtowe whereby the prospective development
of Field Farm has been discussed. These have
included Community Action Team (CAT) meetings
across Stapleford and Trowell throughout the
build up to the original submission, whereby many
important issues were raised. These main issues
have particularly regarded:
•
•

•
•
•
•

The development of Green Belt land;
The relationship between Stapleford and
Trowell, perceived separation and the position
of Field Farm;
Drainage capacity issues leading to localised
flooding on nearby residential properties;
Traffic generation and road capacity;
The loss of public rights of way and open
space access; and
The provision of affordable housing.

Figure 3.1 - Field Farm Web Page
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managing flood risk

Building a community

At each public meeting we attended, concerns about flooding of
rainwater and sewers were raised. We understand that, during
periods of heavy rain, drains in Stapleford Road were becoming
overloaded, causing unpleasant localised flooding. So far, work
undertaken by Severn Trent is keeping the problem at bay.

Home is where our family and friends are. Staying together gives us a strong sense of who we are and
makes us proud of where we live; bringing to life community spirit.

We would like to give residents even greater protection by
reinforcing the system with extra water retention. Working with
the Environment Agency and Severn Trent Water, our careful
design will mean that drainage at Field Farm will act as a pressure
release route to significantly reduce the current risk of flooding.

If this community is to keep each of these special qualities, families
need homes to grow into and people need homes to grow old
in. After all, more of us are being born and we’re living longer.

your house. If so, you will know that in our 80 years of building
houses in this area, we have tried to be a good neighbour and
develop real communities. Trowell Park is one of them.

At Westerman Homes, we want to provide new homes
in Stapleford, in a way that will contribute positively to this
community. Westerman is a family-run, local building
company. We started in
Chilwell in 1933: three
generations later, we are
proud to say we are still
here. You may know us.
We may even have built

On our land at Field Farm, north of Ilkeston Road,
we are designing a neighbourhood which presents a solution
for the community: giving children at school today the
opportunity to stay in their town when the time comes for them
to have their own home.
We think it is important that our children are able to live nearby
and take pride in the place they grew up. We know it matters to
other local families too.

First, two storage ponds and underground tanking will be
established to collect and retain rainwater from our site. The
system will contend with daily rainfall, one in 30-year heavy rainfall
and one in 100-year storm events, meeting the very stringent
standards set by the Environment Agency. Water from the roads,
footpaths and roofs will be captured and retained, then released
slowly as capacity becomes available. Slowing the water down and
special planting will improve the quality of water which, in turn, will
reduce silting up of the brook.

We are listening
We want the neighbourhood we design to be fit for
Stapleford. So, we have attended all sorts of public
meetings over the last few years, at which we have come
to understand your concerns. We have kept those at the
forefront of our minds while developing the masterplan;
finding solutions wherever possible.
Whilst we are ready to submit our planning application, we
are continuing to listen to your concerns and aspirations.
We are inviting you to help strengthen Stapleford’s
development and evolving identity by providing comments
that will help to make Field Farm an attractive and vibrant
part of the town.
Please look at the masterplan here, or online at
www.fieldfarm.info. Do contact us for information, to tell us
about issues we’ve missed or to make suggestions. Email us at
feedback@fieldfarm.info or via Three Seas Communications,
Mansfield i-Centre, Hamilton Way, Mansfield, NG18 5BR.

More rainwater storage will be created next to Boundary Brook
specifically to relieve current flooding along Stapleford Road.
Finally, extra foul water storage will reduce the risk of unpleasant
flooding in Trowell Park.

Westerman Homes has designed a scheme on land at Field Farm, to the north of Ilkeston Road, for a new neighbourhood of up to 450 homes. Cul-de-sacs, careful planting, established trees and ponds will create a
neighbourly feel. Land to the north of the brook will be retained agricultural land, which we hope to transfer to the borough or parish council for public benefit.

The solution on site will eliminate the impact of our development
on flood risk at Boundary Brook, and supplement the Severn Trent
work to alleviate any flood risk at Stapleford Road.

We will review all the comments we receive, both directly
and from the planners. We will seek to cover as many
aspects as possible and if the comments help Field Farm to
have less of an impact on its neighbours we will try to include
them into the design.
We’re aiming to create a popular neighbourhood with a community feel at Field Farm, similar to Trowell Park.

Boundary Brook.

Flood risk will be alleviated through a robust sustainable urban drainage system; to include rainwater storage, collection ponds and foul water storage.

open and green

local distinctiveness

Field Farm would provide up to 450 new
homes in Stapleford. A variety of property
types, from 2 bedroom bungalows to
5 bedroom detached houses, will ensure
that there is a range of properties for
different stages of life. The different
properties will also create an attractive
and desirable environment in which to live,
similar to Trowell Park.

We want to ensure that the existing
boundary hedges are maintained as far
as possible to leave the existing feel of
Ilkeston Road and Stapleford Road intact.
We have owned Field Farm since 1993
and the swathes of trees we have planted
in that time are becoming established.
Careful shaping of these areas, thoughtful
landscaping, two ponds and cul-de-sacs will
make the neighbourhood an open, green
and friendly place to live.

It is clearly important to both Stapleford
and Trowell communities that their
identities are maintained by ensuring that
there is a substantial break in development.
We propose to set aside 15 acres of land
between Pit Lane and Boundary Brook
which we hope to transfer to either
Broxtowe Borough Council or to the
Parish Council.

the Bigger picture
Greater Nottingham has to provide thousands of homes over
the next 17 years. Planners across the county are working
together to find a smart, achievable and fair way to
deliver the houses that we will need. The ‘Greater Nottingham
Aligned Core Strategy’ shows where and how new homes
can be built. Field Farm is one of the suggested sites.
Find out more at www.gngrowthpoint.com

To comment to the council during Broxtowe’s
consultation on our application, watch out for details on
www.broxtowe.gov.uk under ‘Planning and Building Control’
or look for the notices in the locality put up by the council.

community first

Field Farm

The information contained within this leaflet was correct at the time of going to print.

westermanhomes.com

Figure 3.2 - 3.4 - Field Farm Consultation Leaflet
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4.0 evaluation
4.0.	Evaluation
Opportunities and Constraints
4.1.

Based on the comprehensive site analysis existing
site constraints as well as the opportunities have
been identified. The principles of this must be
accommodated where possible to ensure that a
successful development scheme is produced for
Field Farm. The plan adjacent is an accumulation
of the key opportunities and constraints that have
influenced the illustrative masterplan development.

4.2.

The analysis of both the site and its context has
helped inform the design proposals. Further
inputs arising from the Character Analysis
of surrounding residential development and
Stakeholder Involvement has also been
incorporated.

Figure 4.1 Opportunities and Constraints Plan (not to scale)
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4.0 evaluation
	Constraints
•
•

•

•

•

•

Need to observe local distinctiveness and the
boundary between Trowell and Stapleford;
Need to observe ecological interests including
the retention of the existing barn building
home to a bat roost and the Boundary Brook
corridor;
Need to maintain connections provided by
existing rights of way around and through the
site;
Need to avoid significant detrimental impact
on the amenity of residents living within
adjoining residential areas together with the
amenities of future residents;
Retention of TPO trees (and others of
identified importance), existing hedgerows
(wherever practicable) with careful planting to
establish and reinforce boundaries;
Need to incorporate drainage attenuation
within the scheme to ensure that adverse
impacts previously experienced off site are
avoided.

Opportunities
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

Opportunity to provide a significant
contribution (up to 450 homes) towards local
housing need through a range of housing;
Opportunity to provide housing in a
sustainable location with convenient access to
a range of local services and facilities;
Opportunity to provide a form and layout
of development that observes local
distinctiveness and the boundary between
Trowell and Stapleford;
Opportunity to resolve identified deficiencies in
drainage provision;
To utilise high quality built environment
(informed by appropriate examples of local
character) creating a positive contribution
to the existing surrounding residential areas
and provide an “answering edge” to ensure
development integrates with surrounding
areas;
Opportunity to provide additional pupils for
local schools where surplus capacity exists;
Opportunity to enhance, define and secure
linkages to existing public rights of way and
open spaces through a network of Green
Infrastructure to the benefit of existing and
future residents; and,
Opportunity to provide a road capable of
accommodating a bus route through the site.
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5.0 design concept and principles
5.0

DESIGN CONCEPT AND PRINCIPLES
Design Concept

5.1.

Included adjacent is an extract of the Illustrative
Layout which has been informed by the
assessment process and contains the response
to the identified constraints and opportunities.

5.2.

This plan illustrates the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Residential development of approximately 450
dwellings;
Retained agricultural land north of Boundary
Brook and south of Pit Lane;
Proposed site accesses from Ilkeston Road;
SUDS swales to capture and store rainwater;
Pedestrian and cycle access provision;
Retained public rights of way framed by
development and natural surveillance;
A range of housing with setting informed by
natural features such as woodland planting;
Retained and improved landscaping including
“extensive woodland” (including the majority
of the area covered by Woodland TPO) and
reinforced planted boundaries (including a
buffer to the railway line and Stapleford Hill to
the north east / east of site);
Existing building to be retained (barn
containing bat roost).

Figure 5.1 Illustrative Masterplan (not to scale)
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5.0 design concept and principles
5.3.

To further describe how the opportunities
and constraints have informed the illustrative
masterplan, a series of Character Areas have
been defined within the site. These reflect the
areas of differing character both within the site
and importantly its direct surroundings. Owing
to the various opportunities and constraints,
some eight Character Areas have been identified.
These are shown opposite.
Ilkeston Road / Trowell Road

5.4.

This character area reflects the “urban fringes” of
the site where it is bounded by existing residential
development on Trowell Road / Stapleford Road,
Ilkeston Road and also the main vehicle access
points into the site. This character area provides
the opportunity for the development to respond to
and integrate with the surrounding development
in terms of its form, layout and character by
providing an “answering edge” in appropriate
parts of the site.
Suburban Core

5.5.

Figure 5.2 Character Areas (not to scale)

This character area reflects the central portions of
the site whereby the prevailing character will be
framed by its suburban character adjacent to the
main spine road through the site.
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Stapleford Hill

Field Farm Green
5.6.

This character area reflects a central position
surrounding the central SUDs swale and Locally
Equipped Area for Play (LEAP). This provides
the opportunity to provide a focal “village green”
element central to the development which will
aid its legibility and provide a defining “central
character” for the wider parts of the scheme. The
main spine route running through this character
area also provides the opportunity to create a
strong built frontage that is commensurate with its
role in the wider route hierarchy.
Boundary Brook

5.7.

This character area reflects its position adjacent
to the Boundary Brook which runs along
the northern boundary of the majority of the
developed element of the site. By virtue of this
important feature the opportunity is presented
to enhance the setting of the Boundary Brook,
its role as a boundary to the retained farmland
beyond and also its role in forming linkages with
the surrounding network of public rights of way.
Farmland

5.8.

This area represents the retained area of farmland
that has been identified to be important to the
local community.

5.9.

This character area reflects both the prevailing
topography where slope becomes more prevalent
and also the strong physical feature provided
by the woodland belt forming the major eastern
boundary of the site. This area provides the
opportunity to open up views through the
woodland areas to landscape features such
Stapleford Hill and the Woodland Area.
Woodland Area

5.10. This character area represents the area of the site
covered by a Woodland TPO. An opportunity is
provided through its retention to form part of the
Green Infrastructure network contained within the
site.
Railway Area
5.11. This character area forms a parcel of land in the
north eastern corner of the site, it is bound to
the north by the railway line, to the south east
by Stapleford Hill open space and to the west /
south west by pit lane recreation area and the
Boundary Brook character area. The presence
of the railway line presents a constraint in terms
of residential amenity and its perceived impacts
will require a landscaped buffer to be provided.
This area also marks the point where a public

right of way (between the Pit Lane recreation
areas and Stapleford Hill) crosses the site,
therefore the relationship with this route is also
important.
5.12. Further commentary relating to the Character
Areas is provided in the following sections of this
Revised DAS. In particular through the Layout
section, a series of indicative cameo areas are
provided to illustrate how a series of defined
areas respond to the identified character areas
across the site and also surrounding residential
development.
Design Principles
5.13. Further to the introduction of the Character
Areas within the proposals, this section of the
revised DAS also formally introduces a range of
design principles before the Design Proposals are
outlined in the next section. These are structured
using the criteria set out in saved policy E1 of
the Broxtowe Local Plan. Policy E1 specifically
relates to “Good Design” and provides a useful
overarching reference point from which to assess
proposals for development. More detailed
analysis of saved local plan policy is contained
within the previously submitted Supporting
Planning Statement.
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5.14. In line with the criteria of policy E1, the main
design principles are as follows:
a)

The creation or retention of a high standard of
amenity for all users of the new development and
occupiers of neighbouring property;

In addition through the detailed design of public
realm, attention will be paid to the impact of
gradient on the disabled, elderly persons and
those with prams and pushchairs.
c)

It is important to ensure that the residential
amenity of existing surrounding residents is
maintained and protected. Through the use
of (and reinforcement where required) existing
screening provided by boundary hedges / trees
and woodland areas, the visual amenity of existing
residents will be protected.

b)

Design features to enable safe and convenient
use of buildings and facilities by people with
limited mobility;
Although this is a more detailed consideration that
would be determined under subsequent reserved
matters submissions, it is the intention of W
Westerman Ltd to ensure that access to buildings
for people with limited mobility will be provided
in line with Part M of the Building Regulations.

d)

A safe and secure environment, where necessary
including crime prevention features;
An objective of the design will be to ensure that
public areas such as footpaths are overlooked
by new properties to provide natural surveillance.
Car parking will also be positioned in areas that
are well overlooked by new properties.
It is an intention that the layout will follow the
guidance of secured by design.

A high standard of architectural design in terms of
scale, mass and materials;
The development should respect the prevailing
character of its surrounding residential context
and will provide for a scheme that fits with the
scale and massing of surrounding residential plots
whilst utilising a traditional palette of materials
that provides definition and differentiates between
house types and styles.

Measures to assist in waste minimisation and
recycling;
The development is exclusively housing based
and therefore relatively benign in terms of the
immediate impacts of waste emissions when
compared to industrial development. As a
detailed consideration under subsequent
reserved matters approvals, measures for
assisting in waste minimisation and recycling
will be fully assessed and included where
possible. This will include measures such as a
site waste management plan as part of a detailed
construction management process.

In terms of protecting the amenities of future
residents of Field Farm, a combination of the
careful orientation of buildings and suitable space
standards will be used across the site.

e)

The use of Character Areas across the site will
also result in a form of development that further
facilitates a high standard of architectural design.
f)

Respect for the character of the setting of the
proposed development;
The development should respect the prevailing
character of its surrounding residential context
and will preserve features identified to be
important to the character and setting of the area.
These features include the separation between
Trowell and Stapleford (through the retention
of an agricultural field north of Boundary Brook
and south of Pit Lane) which has been identified
through stakeholder consultation and also the
relationship with surrounding dwellings. Identified
features of landscape importance will also be
retained.
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g)

A high standard of landscaping;
The illustrative masterplan incorporates
landscaping proposals that provide for retained
and reinforced landscaped boundaries to Trowell
/ Stapleford Road, Ilkeston Road, the railway
line and also Stapleford Hill LNR. The existing
woodland area covered by a Woodland TPO
will be largely retained. The two SUDs swales
and LEAP area will form part of a network of
interlinked Green Infrastructure.

carefully considered to ensure that such spaces
are overlooked by dwellings and do not become a
long term management liability.
The existing woodland area covered by a
Woodland TPO will be largely retained. The two
SUDs swales and LEAP area will form part of a
network of interlinked Green Infrastructure.
i)

Routes through the site will benefit from
appropriate hard and soft landscaping to denote
their position in the movement hierarchy of the
scheme, this will also aid the separation of traffic
movement and new dwellings.
h)

j)

However the integration of Field Farm with
surrounding open spaces has been carefully
considered and this is reflected in the layout.
Incidental open spaces within the scheme will be

Safe and convenient access for vehicles, cyclists
and pedestrians; and,
The new development will ensure that safe and
convenient access is provided for vehicles,
cyclists and pedestrians through a carefully
defined movement strategy which builds
upon guidance contained within the Transport
Assessment and Travel Plan prepared by BSP
Consulting.

A high standard of design of open spaces within
the development, where provided;
Owing to the presence of substantial formal and
informal open spaces in close proximity to the
site, no extensive formal open space provision is
proposed as part of the scheme.

5.15. The following section explains how these design
principles have been incorporated into the
development proposals.

Sustainable techniques to minimise the impact of
surface water discharges.
The new development will ensure that the impact
of the development contributing to overloading
the Boundary Brook will be eliminated through
a combination of designated rainwater storage
areas and the careful implementation of a
comprehensive drainage scheme across the wider
site.
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6.0.

Design Proposals

6.1.

This section explains how the previously stated
design principles have been incorporated into the
development proposals.

6.5.

	Use & Amount
6.2.

6.3.

6.4.

As previously stated, Field Farm has been
identified by the local planning authority as being
able to accommodate some 450 new homes.
Residential development will be the dominant
use along with associated landscaping and
infrastructure works.
As the minimum 5 year housing land supply (as
required by the NPPF) cannot be demonstrated
currently for the Borough, the residential
development of Field Farm meets a recognised
need.
In terms of Field Farm being an appropriate location
for residential development, it is well related to
both existing residential development surrounding
the site boundaries and it also performs well
in terms of the tests set out in the NPPF for
assessing the inclusion of land Green Belt (and its
subsequent removal). Sustainability characteristics
of this location for residential development have
been analysed and demonstrated through earlier
sections of this revised DAS and also the previously
submitted Supporting Planning Statement.

6.6.

Based on a net developable area of 13.72
hectares, the development of Field Farm would
result in a density of around 33 dwellings per
hectare across the whole site which is considered
appropriate in terms of the NPPF and also Local
Planning Policy. Pending subsequent reserved
matters applications whereby matters such as
detailed layout will be considered, it is likely
that densities will vary across the site where
the development responds through its defined
character areas.
Further to this in terms of the defined character
areas within the site, an indicative density range
is provided (for those character areas containing
development) in the table below:
Character Area

Approximate No of Dwellings

Ilkeston Road / Trowell Road
(approx 1.67ha developable)

58 @ 35 dwellings per hectare

Suburban Core
(approx 2.73ha developable)

109 @ 40 dwellings per hectare

Field Farm Green
(approx 1.42ha developable)

57 @ 40 dwellings per hectare

Boundary Brook
(approx 2.10ha developable)

63 @ 30 dwellings per hectare

Stapleford Hill
(approx 3.57ha developable)

107 @ 30 dwellings per hectare

Railway Area
(approx 2.23ha developable)

56 @ 25 dwellings per hectare

Total Net Developable =
13.72ha

Total Dwellings = 450 @ 33
dwellings per hectare

Table 6.1 - Density Range

6.7.

To demonstrate compatibility with a range of W
Westerman Ltd house types, an indicative mix
of dwellings has been accommodated within the
site, whilst such details are not under specific
consideration at this stage, the dwelling mix that
could be accommodated within the site is as
follows:
•
•
•
•

10% two bedroom homes;
29% three bedroom homes;
43% four bedroom homes; and
18% five bedroom homes.

6.8.

In terms of affordable housing, saved policy H5 of
the Broxtowe Local Plan states that: “On housing
sites of over 1 hectare or over 25 dwellings the
Council will seek to ensure that at least 25% of
dwellings built will be affordable or, exceptionally,
that a financial contribution will be made to
enable the provision of an equivalent amount of
affordable housing off site.”

6.9.

In line with the guidance contained within policy
H5, it is W Westerman Ltd intention to provide
a percentage of the whole development as
affordable housing. Given that the Borough
Council has aspirations to distribute affordable
homes across the borough to ensure that needs
are adequately met, in line with policy H5 it is
envisaged that some of the affordable element
may be provided off site and secured via a
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comprehensive planning obligation. The overall
quantum, type and tenure of the affordable
housing offer is to be further discussed and
agreed with the Local Planning Authority.

•

•
6.10. It is W Westerman Ltd’ overarching intention to
provide a balanced mix of house types with the
emphasis on family housing which (based upon
market research) is understood to be in demand
in this part of Broxtowe.

•

•
6.11. In terms of ancillary land uses proposed as part
of the development, Green Infrastructure is the
main additional use. Some 2.82ha is provided
as formal and incidental open space (including a
LEAP, SUDs swales and green corridors) and a
further 4.25ha of woodland (some of which to be
provided as part of the open space package) is
both retained and provided through new planting.
In addition to this, some 6.5ha of agricultural land
is retained north of Boundary Brook and south of
Pit Lane.

Figure 6.1 - Example of Westerman housing

•

•

•

Layout
•
6.12. The assessment section of the DAS has outlined
a number of influences on the design specifics on
the scheme which have influenced the layout. To
recap, these include:

Figure 6.2 - Example of Westerman housing

The opportunity to utilise high quality built
environment creating a positive contribution
to the identified character of surrounding
residential areas;
Need to observe local distinctiveness
and the boundary between Trowell and
Stapleford;
Need to provide for a form of development
that reflects areas of identified character
within the site;
Need to observe ecological interests including
the retention of the existing barn building
home to a bat roost and the Boundary Brook
corridor;
Need to maintain connections provided by
existing rights of way around and through the
site;
Need to avoid significant detrimental impact
on the amenity of residents living within
adjoining residential areas together with the
amenities of future residents of field farm;
Retention of existing hedgerows and trees
of identified importance together with careful
planting to establish suitable boundaries;
Need to incorporate drainage attenuation
within the scheme to ensure that adverse
impacts previously experienced off site are
avoided.
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6.13. These influences are responded to below both
through a summary of the overall layout approach
and through a more targeted “indicative design
code” applied to the Character Areas.

and provide attractive landscape and biodiversity
features, focal points which benefit the setting of
the development.
6.17. Vehicle, pedestrian and cycle access has also
been carefully assessed and integrated into the
layout which has been designed in accordance
with Nottinghamshire County Council’s adopted
design standards Highways, transportation and
development (Htd) and Manual for Streets (MfS).

The opportunity to utilise high quality built environment
creating a positive contribution to the existing surrounding
residential areas
6.14. The illustrative masterplan contains a layout
that enables high quality built environment to be
created throughout the development.
6.15. Two main vehicle accesses into the site from
Ilkeston Road will provide key gateway access
points into the site. These points will be framed
by residential buildings which will provide a
striking feature on entering the site and set a
strong design character along the main primary
route to set a design standard and feel for Field
Farm as a whole. Whilst this is also addressed
through the “Scale”, “Appearance” and “Access”
sections of the DAS, it is important to note that
the use of such development in layout terms
promotes the ease of navigation around the site
by providing areas of recognisable character.
6.16. The layout also provides for two SUDS swales,
one to the west and one towards the centre of
the site. Not only are these features an important
part of the comprehensively engineered drainage
strategy for the site, they also contribute to the
network of Green Infrastructure through the site

Figure 6.3 - Proposed links to existing footways

Figure 6.4 - Proposed links to existing footways

6.18. Therefore the internal roads will have an average
design speed of 20mph or less, incorporating
speed reducing features and a safe environment
for pedestrians and cyclists. An appropriate
level of car parking and cycle storage is capable
of being provided. In addition, part of the road
hierarchy within the site will include a loop road
arrangement, which would be potentially suitable
for future use by buses.
6.19. It is proposed to provide pedestrian/cycle links
from the site to existing footways and bus stops,
and to surrounding footpaths and tracks, to local
amenities, recreation areas and Stapleford town
centre. As part of this, it is proposed to provide a
shared pedestrian/cycle way from the site along
Ilkeston Road to connect with existing facilities at the
Ilkeston Road/Coventry Lane junction and beyond.
6.20. Further commentary is provided through the
“Access” section.
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Need to observe local distinctiveness and the boundary
between Trowell and Stapleford
6.21. This important issue has been raised following
attendance at public meetings whereby it has
become apparent from the views of local elected
members and the wider community that the
boundary between Trowell and Stapleford is
locally significant. This boundary is physically
signalled by the Boundary Brook and the area
considered most sensitive is the north western
field (which extends to some 6.5 hectares) which
is bounded by the Stapleford Road to the west,
Pit Lane to the north and Boundary Brook to the
south.

Figure 6.5 - Existing barn to be retained

6.22. In informing the layout, despite the previous
consideration afforded by the Local Plan
Inspector, it is W Westerman Ltd’ intention to
safeguard this land from development, retain
it in its current agricultural use, and pass its
ownership to either Trowell Parish Council or
Broxtowe Borough Council who will then have the
ability to determine future use. This will maintain
the strategic gap and recognise important local
significance.

Figure 6.6 - Boundary Brook with site in distance

Need to observe ecological interests including the
retention of the existing barn building as home to a bat
roost and the Boundary Brook corridor
6.23. In terms of the layout implications of ensuring
ecological interests are properly accounted for, the
assessment section identified that although the site
has been found to be of negligible to low ecological
value, there are some aspects that will require a
careful design solution to ensure negative impacts
are minimised. Principally these relate to a building
associated with Field Farmhouse which was found
to contain a “maternity bat roost” accommodating
brown long eared bats. The layout shows that this
building will be retained with a view to ensuring
that a compatible use is found as part of the
comprehensive development scheme.
6.24. With respect to habitats contained within Field
Farm, a number of habitats of local value were
identified. These include the Boundary Brook
corridor, areas of semi-natural woodland,
hedgerows and mature trees. Whilst these
have been identified as not posing a significant
constraint to the development of Field Farm,
elements identified as being of importance
have been retained with a view to enhancing
biodiversity. Where these areas are directly
bounded by housing, adequate set back
distances will be observed and external lighting
will be carefully considered. Additional boundary
planting has also been provided to the eastern
boundary of the site adjacent to Stapleford Hill.
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Need to maintain connections provided by existing rights
of way around and through the site
6.25. With regard to the retention of connections, the
existing public rights of way around and through
the site have been identified and illustrated
on the Constraints and Opportunities plan. In
response the Illustrative Masterplan retains and
enhances the existing public right of way (this is
shown on the Illustrative Masterplan) by virtue
of its definitive route as an integral path through
the development. Natural surveillance will be
provided to this route by providing overlooking to
residential development either side.
6.26. Further analysis of connectivity is provided
through the “Access” component of this DAS.
Need to avoid significant detrimental impact of the
amenity of residents living within adjoining residential
areas together with the amenities of future residents of
Field Farm
6.27. The Illustrative Masterplan provides for a layout
that ensures that significant detrimental impacts
on the amenities of both existing and future
residents are avoided.
6.28. The layout illustrates the use of existing screening
provided by boundary hedges / trees and
woodland areas. This enables the visual amenity
of existing residents will be protected.

6.29. Further in terms of protecting the amenities
of future residents of Field Farm, the layout
illustrates how through a combination of the
careful orientation of buildings and the adoption
of suitable space standards the site is capable of
accommodating a suitable design solution.
Retention of existing hedgerows and trees of identified
importance together with careful planting to establish
suitable boundaries
6.30. The Illustrative Masterplan incorporates
landscaping proposals that provide for retained
and reinforced landscaped boundaries to Trowell
/ Stapleford Road, Ilkeston Road and the railway
line. Existing woodland areas covered by TPO
will be retained as far as possible. Additional
boundary planting has also been provided to
the eastern boundary of the site adjacent to
Stapleford Hill.
6.31. Routes through the site will benefit from
appropriate hard and soft landscaping to denote
their position in the movement hierarchy of the
scheme, this will also aid the separation of traffic
movement and new dwellings.
6.32. Further assessment is provided through the
“Landscaping” section of the DAS.

Need to incorporate drainage attenuation within the
scheme to ensure that adverse impacts previously
experienced off site are avoided
6.33. To provide adequate mitigation and ensure
that flood risk is not worsened both within the
development and off-site, a range of engineering
works have been accommodated within the
layout, these include re-profiling the brook and
providing additional flood capacity by changing
the levels of land north of the brook. Further to
this, opportunities have been sought to provide
additional storm water storage capacity through
two carefully sited SUDS Swales. These swales
have been accommodated towards the western
boundary of the site and within the centre of the
site between both main vehicular access points.
6.34. Further to this with regard to capacities in the
local combined sewerage network, it has been
identified that deficiencies in this network has
led to flooding being experienced in the nearby
Trowell Park Estate. Whilst underground
tanks have been installed previously along the
Stapleford / Trowell Road, W Westerman Ltd’
consulting engineers have recommended that
opportunities to provide further back up sewer
storage capacity be investigated.
6.35. Further commentary is contained within the Flood
Risk Assessment and Drainage Strategy prepared
by BSP, and also within the Supporting Planning
Statement.
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Character Areas
6.36. To further communicate the layout and the
rationale that underpins it, a series of Character
Areas have been identified to respond to identified
opportunities and constraints both within and
surrounding the site. These were introduced
through the Design Concept whereby broad
influences were identified together with key
objectives for each individual area.
6.37. To further explain the illustrative masterplan,
a series of indicative cameo areas have been
developed in particular to illustrate how the layout
may respond to these areas of identified character
through the careful use of built form. The plan
opposite shows the areas for which illustrative
cameo areas have been prepared. To summarise
these are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Illustrative Cameo A – Ilkeston Road/Trowell
Road Character Area;
Illustrative Cameo B – Boundary Brook /
Suburban Core Character Area(s);
Illustrative Cameo C – Field Farm Green
Character Area;
Illustrative Cameo D – Ilkeston Road/Trowell
Road & Suburban Core Character Area(s);
Illustrative Cameo E – Stapleford Hill /
Woodland Area Character Area(s); and,
Illustrative Cameo F – Railway Area Character
Area.

Figure 6.7 - Cameo Areas Key Plan (not to scale)
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Illustrative Cameo A – Ilkeston Road/Trowell Road
Character Area
6.38. This character area reflects the “urban fringes” of
the site where it is bounded by existing residential
development on Trowell Road / Stapleford
Road and Ilkeston Road. Illustrative Cameo A
opposite shows how the development could
be accommodated in the area adjacent to the
junction between Trowell Road, Pasture Road and
Ilkeston Road. The character analysis identified
a number of detached and semi detached
properties in this general location forming a linear,
continuous frontage set back from the main road
within landscaped plots and providing on plot
parking. The previous iteration of the masterplan
provided for development backing onto the road
frontages and this was commented upon as a
weak point by the Council’s Urban Designer as it
“turned its back” on the existing properties.
6.39. The illustrative cameo responds to this by
providing development fronting onto the road
frontages and facing existing development, thus
providing an element of an “answering edge” to its
neighbours. To assist this orientation and provide
on plot parking (with garaging), private drives have
been utilised which run behind existing mature
planting which is extensively retained. Therefore
more “filtered” views would be offered through
to the development from existing properties in

Illustrative Cameo B – Boundary Brook / Suburban Core
Character Area(s)
6.40. The Boundary Brook character area reflects
its position adjacent to the Boundary Brook
which runs along the northern boundary of
the majority of the developed element of the
site. Also the Suburban Core character area
reflects the central portions of the site whereby
the prevailing character will be framed by its
suburban character adjacent to the main spine
road through the site.

Figure 6.8 - Cameo Area A Ilkeston Road/Trowell Road

comparison to other areas of the site. A mixture
of 2 & 3 bedroom detached and semi detached
properties as shown in the illustrative cameo
area would characterise this area of a modest
suburban scale.

Figure 6.9 - Cameo Area B Boundary Brook/Suburban Core
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6.41. Illustrative Cameo B opposite shows how the
development would respond to the setting of
the Boundary Brook by fronting onto it and
providing glimpses of the brook and green
corridor. The illustrative cameo also shows
the relationship of housing with the public right
of way where natural surveillance is provided
through the careful orientation of buildings.
A mixture of 3 & 4 bedroom predominantly
detached properties would characterise this area
adjacent to the Brook. Towards the southern
end of the illustrative cameo, a transition into the
Suburban Core Character Area begins, this area
is represented by an increased number of semi
detached properties with garaging and on plot
parking.

Illustrative Cameo D – Ilkeston Road/Trowell Road &
Suburban Core Character Area(s)
6.45. This character area reflects the “urban fringes” of
the site where it is bounded by existing residential
development on Trowell Road / Stapleford
Road and Ilkeston Road. Illustrative Cameo
D below shows how the development could
be accommodated in the area adjacent to the
existing properties on Ilkeston Road.

Figure 6.10 - Cameo Area C Field Farm

Illustrative Cameo C – Field Farm Green Character Area
6.42. This character area reflects a central position
surrounding the central SUDs swale and Locally
Equipped Area for Play (LEAP). This provides
the opportunity to provide a focal “village green”
element central to the development which will
aid its legibility and provide a defining “central
character” for the wider parts of the scheme. The
main spine route running through this character
area also provides the opportunity to create a
strong built frontage that is commensurate with its
role in the wider route hierarchy.

6.43. Illustrative Cameo C above shows how the
development would respond to the largely soft
landscaped setting of the “village green” area by
fronting onto it and providing natural surveillance
onto this important central space.
6.44. Development fronting onto the main spine road will
be provided through a formal linear alignment with
a combination of 3 / 4 bedroomed semi detached
properties along the main route and detached
landmark buildings at junctions. Parking would
be on plot with garaging brought back from the
building line to avoid a car dominated street scene.

Figure 6.11 - Cameo Area D Ilkeston Road/Trowell Road and
	Suburban Core
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6.46. The character analysis undertaken in this area
identified that, although this area is largely
suburban in form, its character is more mixed
than the development to the west with varying
dwelling types, tenures and architectural
appearance evident. The dwellings range from
two storey detached dwellings set back from
the road (towards the roundabout in the west),
two storey terraced properties and two / three
storey flatted development moving to the east
adjacent to the established open space area.
The positioning in plots also varies with buildings
following the orientation of the road to the west
with a “saw tooth” style layout of terraces and flat
buildings moving eastwards.

which responds to the character of the facing
development opposite whilst providing natural
surveillance onto Ilkeston Road. Whilst planting
is retained along the frontage with Ilkeston Road,
more open views are provided through to the
development which comprises a mix of 2/3
bedroomed semi-detached and sporadic pockets
of terraced housing facing onto Ilkeston Road with
larger semi-detached and detached properties
beyond. Private drives have been utilised to aid
the orientation of the buildings to face Ilkeston
Road and provide suitable parking arrangements.
At the access point with Ilkeston Road, a corner
turning house type could be utilised to provide
further legibility.

Illustrative Cameo E – Stapleford Hill / Woodland Area
Character Area(s)
6.49. This character area reflects both the prevailing
topography where slope becomes more prevalent
and also the strong physical feature provided
by the woodland belt forming the major eastern
boundary of the site. This area provides the
opportunity to open up views through the
woodland areas to landscape features such
Stapleford Hill and the Woodland Area. The
previous iteration of the masterplan proposed a
form of development that included the woodland
belt within residential curtilages and resulted in
some erosion of the woodland belt itself.

6.47. Given the varying plot typologies evident in this
area, the opportunity was identified to provide
a strong “answering edge” in the development
proposals to provide integration with the adjacent
properties and present high quality build form.
The previous iteration of the masterplan was
criticised by the Council’s Urban Designer as it
featured properties siding onto Ilkeston Road.
6.48. The illustrative cameo responds to this by
providing development fronting onto the road
frontages and facing existing development, thus
providing a stronger element of an “answering
edge” to its neighbours than Illustrative Cameo
A. A more formal, stronger building line is shown

Figure 6.12 - Cameo Area E Stapleford Hill/ Woodland Area
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6.50. Following the confirmation of the protection of
the Woodland Belt as a TPO, this area has been
retained more extensively. Illustrative Cameo E
below shows how the development could be
accommodated in the area adjacent to north and
south of the woodland belt with a new public
footpath routed through to provide additional
connectivity through the site.
6.51. The illustrative cameo further responds to the
woodland belt by providing a greater use of
strategic landscape planting to provide a layout
of sylvan character. The layout as shown on the
illustrative cameo also represents a less formal
layout than other areas of the site with a greater
use of larger (4 / 5 bedroom) detached dwellings.
These are more widely spaced with detached
garaging and more spacious plots which align
with the prevailing topography. The illustrative
cameo also shows how natural surveillance
would be provided to the new public footpath.

of residential amenity and its perceived impacts
will require a landscaped buffer to be provided.
This area also marks the point where a public
right of way (between the Pit Lane recreation
areas and Stapleford Hill) crosses the site,
therefore the relationship with this route is also
important.
6.53. Illustrative Cameo F opposite shows how
development could be accommodated in this
area. The layout as shown on the illustrative
cameo also represents a less formal layout than
many other areas of the site with a greater use of
larger (4 / 5 bedroom) detached dwellings. These
are more widely spaced with detached garaging
and more spacious plots which side onto the
railway line to mitigated against perceived impacts
on residential amenity. The illustrative cameo also
shows how natural surveillance would be provided
to the public right of way through the careful
orientation of buildings and the use of private
drives.

Illustrative Cameo F – Railway Area Character Area
6.52. This character area forms a parcel of land in the
north eastern corner of the site, it is bound to
the north by the railway line, to the south east
by Stapleford Hill open space and to the west /
south west by pit lane recreation area and the
Boundary Brook character area. The presence
of the railway line presents a constraint in terms

Figure 6.13 - Cameo Area F Railway Area
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Scale
6.54. The site characteristics that have informed the
scale relate to the need to create a softened edge
in places where the development meets more
open landscape, and also where site levels dictate
a reduced scale to reduce visual impact and
protect views.
6.55. In terms of the scale of buildings within the
development, it is envisaged that the height
of buildings across the site will predominantly
comprise two storey dwellings, however it is likely
that there may well be a number of bungalows
accommodated as part of the dwelling mix. It is
likely that bungalows would be provided in the
western portion of the site within the Suburban
Core & Ilkeston Road / Trowel Road character
areas with 2 storey development prevailing across
the majority of the wider site. Some 2.5 storey
development may occur along the main spine
road to assist in providing a strong building line
(see Illustrative Cameo C).
6.56. It is envisaged that the approximate scale
parameters within the site will be as follows:
Two Bedroom Homes (10% of indicative dwelling mix)
Height (range - bungalow): 4m – 5.7m;
Height (range – 2 Storey): 6.8m – 8.5m;
Width (range): 7.3m – 10.9m; and,
Length (range): 5.5m – 9.1m.

Three Bedroom Homes (29% of indicative dwelling mix)
Height (range – 2 / 2.5 Storey): 6.8m – 8.5m;
Width (range): 4.7m - 10m; and,
Length (range): 5.2m – 9.5m.

Finally in terms of the retained barn which would
potentially be converted to an alternative use
(to be determined), its scale parameters are as
follows:

Four Bedroom Homes (43% of indicative dwelling mix)
Height (range – 2 / 2.5 Storey): 6.8m – 8.5m;
Width (range): 7.4m – 18.2m; and,
Length (range): 7.4m – 10.9m.

Height: 7.15m;
Width: 6.85m; and,
Length: 5.6m.

Five Bedroom Homes (18% of indicative dwelling mix)
Height (range – 2 Storey): 6.8m – 8.5m;
Width (range): 12.5m – 17.5m; and,
Length (range): 8.8m - 11m.

6.57. Given the outline nature of the scheme, it is
anticipated this broad detail will be further
examined and fixed as part of future reserved
matters submissions.
Appearance

In terms of garaging, whilst some house types
used for the indicative mix provide integral garage
space, there would be a number of detached
single and double garages provided as part of the
proposals; the indicative scale parameters for this
element are as follows:
Single Garage
Height (range): 2.4m – 5.2m;
Width (range): 2.53m - 3m; and,
Length (range): 4.63m - 6m.
Double Garage
Height (range): 2.4m – 5.3m;
Width (range): 4.65m – 6.10m; and,
Length (range): 5.07m - 6m.

6.58. As this is an outline planning application where
appearance is being considered as a reserved
matter, aspects of architecture and the palette
of materials are not fixed. However it is useful
to describe these in an indicative basis to
correspond with the methods employed for
demonstrating the wider scale, density and layout
proposed throughout this scheme.
6.59. There is a desire to ensure that the appearance
of the dwellings and the built form will provide
a scheme with distinct character that makes a
positive contribution to its surroundings. Where
appropriate the house type design, fenestration,
scale and massing will take reference from locally
significant and distinctive buildings.
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6.60. It is considered that the materials palette could
take cues from surrounding properties in
Stapleford which have been identified as part of
the “Character Analysis” undertaken as part of
this DAS. Typically prevailing materials include
traditional red brick along with occurrences of
pale render and cladding which add visual interest
and break up the appearance of buildings within
the street scene.
6.61. Further to this, varying roof types and pitches,
window details (i.e. bay windows) and boundary
treatments could also be utilised to vary the
appearance of the development and add visual
interest across he site, particularly where the
development is intended to provide an “answering
edge” (i.e. Ilkeston Road / Trowell Road Character
Area) and physical features provide an influence
on the overall character of buildings (i.e.
Stapleford Hill Character Area).
6.62. Further consideration of appearance and detail
(such as indicative streetscenes) will be provided
through subsequent reserved matters submissions
Landscaping
6.63. Extensive landscaping is proposed throughout
the scheme. This includes both informal and
formal planting across the site and the retention
of existing trees and hedgerows where possible.

Owing to the identified role of landscaped buffers
to the boundaries of the site, many are retained
and enhanced.
6.64. In addition it is intended that land north of
Boundary Brook and south of pit lane will be
retained as agricultural land with ownership
transferred to either Trowell Parish Council or
Broxtowe Borough Council.
6.65. The Illustrative Landscape Strategy Plan overleaf
has been prepared by a Landscape Architect and
is submitted as part of the application proposals.
This outlines key areas in detail within the site for
landscape features and makes recommendations
including where appropriate the provision of new
planting including tree planting. This section of the
DAS therefore summaries salient points from this
plan.
6.66. As mentioned in the Amount section, In terms
of ancillary land uses proposed as part of the
development, Green Infrastructure is the main
additional use. Some 2.82ha is provided as formal
and incidental open space (including a LEAP, SUDs
swales and green corridors) and a further 4.25ha
of woodland (some of which to be provided as
part of the open space package) is both retained
and provided through new planting. In addition
to this, some 6.5ha of agricultural land is retained
north of Boundary Brook and south of Pit Lane.

6.67. In terms of the boundaries to the site, existing
landscaped boundary features are to be retained
and enhanced. This includes the existing
boundary to Trowell Road (to the west), the
existing boundary to Ilkeston Road (to the south),
the existing woodland areas to the east and
north and also the buffer to the railway line (to the
north). In particular, additional planting has been
provided to the eastern boundary with the Local
Nature Reserve and further planting has been
provided along the proposed green corridors
which run along the Boundary Brook and also
from Ilkeston Road. The retained agricultural land
to the north of Boundary Brook and south of pit
lane will be retained and will provide an important
landscape break reinforcing the separation
between Trowell and Stapleford.
6.68. In addition to the site boundaries, landscaping
proposals are included within the main
development area of Field Farm. To aid navigation
through the site and definition of the street
hierarchy, selective tree planting would feature
along the main spine road and in and around
main footpaths to link key Green Infrastructure
elements.
6.69. The selective planting of trees within residential
plots will also add visual interest and soften
the impact of new development particularly in
selected Character Areas (such as Stapleford
Hill Character Area). Similarly, the woodland
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plantation covered by the TPO will be extensively
retained with a small portion to its western edge
eroded to facilitate the main spine road. This
would result in the loss of approximately 0.19ha
of this area, however with an additional 1.13ha of
additional tree planting proposed across the site,
it should be considered that appropriate mitigation
can be provided.
6.70. The identified semi-natural woodland corridor
that runs along Boundary Brook will also be
retained and enhanced to support bio-diversity
within the site. Finally, the two SUDS swales will
provide important landscape features and these
will feature planting schemes designed to provide
visual interest and add definition to their particular
setting. The central area contained within the
Field Farm Green Character Area also allows for
the provision of a LEAP which would be afforded
natural surveillance by surrounding properties and
be easily accessible to the public right of way from
Ilkeston Road.
6.71. It is considered that the extensive and
interconnected green infrastructure within the site
and the green linkages with adjoining areas of
public open space will assist the integration of the
development into the surrounding environment.
Further, the contrast between the countryside and
urban edge of the development will be mitigated
by the careful design of buildings and the
provision of landscaping to the site boundaries.

Figure 6.14 - Landscape Strategy Plan (not to scale)
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Access & Movement
6.72. This section of the DAS explains the indicative
hierarchy of streets and routes through the site
and linkages with the wider built form. It explains
this through description of the patterns of
movement in and around the site, and illustrates
pedestrian and cycle connections into and out of
the site from numerous points.
6.73. This should be read in conjunction with the
Illustrative Access and Movement Plan opposite
which illustrates the proposed Road Hierarchy
through the site along with a range of wider
connections within and around the site confines.
This includes footpath links to local amenities,
footpaths (including definitive footpaths) in
and around the site, vehicle accesses, a new
pedestrian crossing point and also an extension
to the nearby cycle route.
6.74. This plan also shows the key vehicular access
points into the site from Ilkeston Road. Following
discussions with the Highway Authority and the
Borough Council, these have been revised by
consulting engineers BSP Consulting. A copy
of the detailed revised access drawing has
been submitted as part of the wider submission
(drawing no 10172/004 Rev F). The key revisions
include, the relocation of the western most access
point further towards the mini roundabout at

Figure 6.15 - Access and Movement Plan (not to scale)
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Trowell Road, the revision of junction radii and the
provision of dedicated right turn lanes for both
accesses to facilitate access into the site from
Ilkeston Road and also into Melbourne Road &
Rowan Avenue. An extract of the revised access
drawing is shown opposite.
Road Hierarchy
6.75. The Road Hierarchy is shown on the Access and
Movement Plan. This broadly shows the different
street typologies within the site. It is envisaged that
details such as sectional views through each street
type would be submitted at the reserved matters
stage, this could be secured by an appropriately
worded planning condition. The dimensions given
in this section represent dimensions provided in
Manual for Streets, which in the context of such
sites, forms the most established guidance.
6.76. The main spine road is shown as the Primary Route
through the site. It is envisaged that the width of
this route through the site would be around 5.5m
and would include 2m wide pedestrian footways.
Where appropriate traffic calming measures would
be incorporated to lower average vehicle speeds
(to achieve an average speed of less than 20mph).
Wherever possible “Avenue Planting” would be
accommodated as part of this route through the
site (although the final integration of this is a matter
for further consideration through subsequent
reserved matters submissions).

Figure 6.16 - Revised Access Plan Extract (not to scale)
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6.77. In terms of the interaction between the building
line and the Primary Road, it will typically comprise
a more formal linear building line (as shown
on Illustrative Cameo C). As described in the
Appearance section, there will be Key landmark
spaces and buildings at street intersections.
6.78. The Secondary Route widths will vary and will be
determined by studying vehicle tracking routes
along the more convoluted shapes of the street.
Typically the road width will be above 4.8m to
comply with relevant guidance contained within
Manual for Streets. Buildings may be placed
more randomly (depending upon the Character
Area) and be more varied in style and height.
Footways would predominantly be around 2m
with variable widths leaving opportunities for the
inclusion of features such as seating.
6.79. The Tertiary routes shown on the Access and
Movement Plan branch out from the Secondary
routes and provide a series of cul-de-sacs onto
which development will front with front gardens
and on-plot car parking. In line with the guidance
provided in Manual for Streets, the Tertiary routes
within the scheme would typically be around 4.25
- 4.8 metres in width to allow vehicles to pass.
The orientation of such routes could be varied
slightly from the straight alignment shown on the
indicative drawings and feature where suitable
“pinch points” to further encourage lower vehicle

speeds. Footways and service margins would
range from 0.7m - 2m with variable widths leaving
opportunities for the inclusion of features such as
seating.
6.80. The Private Drive / Shared Surfaces will provide
both access for vehicles and pedestrians. There
will be a variation of surfacing materials making
the development more interesting, encourage
lower vehicle speeds to provide a more pedestrian
friendly environment. Areas selected for such
street typology include areas such as where
development fronts onto Ilkeston Road and the
Boundary Brook.
6.81. In line with the guidance provided in Manual for
Streets, the Private Drives / Shared Surfaces
within the scheme would typically be around
4.25m in width to allow vehicles to pass. The
orientation of such routes could be varied
slightly from the straight alignment shown on the
indicative drawings and feature where suitable
“pinch points” to further encourage lower vehicle
speeds.
Building for Life 12
6.82. Building for Life 12 is a scheme lead by Cabe at the
Design Council and the Home Builders Federation,
supported by Nottingham Trent University. It
replaces the previous Building for Life document

which was analysed as part of the previous
submission. It consists of 12 questions that
reflect a vision of what new housing developments
should be. The scheme aims to set a standard
for the design quality of new homes ensuring
that developments are attractive, functional and
sustainable. This is a scheme submitted for outline
approval and therefore this assessment looks at
the key principles rather than detailed design.
1.

Connections – Does the scheme integrate into its
surroundings by reinforcing existing connections
and creating new once; whilst also respecting
existing buildings and land uses along the
boundaries of the development site?
Yes, the scheme has been carefully designed to
provide for a form of development that integrates
well with its surroundings.
Access points have been carefully chosen where
they provide the best opportunity to integrate with
safely with the surrounding highway network and
ensure that the resultant impacts would not be
severe.
Pedestrian and cycle routes have been carefully
integrated into the development with the retention
and enhancement of existing public rights of way
that run through the site and improve connectivity
with the wider network of footpaths and open
spaces in the area.
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The road / route hierarchy within the site has been
formed to ensure that legibility is maximised and
those using the routes will be able to utilise a
range of linkages to the existing neighbourhood,
local services and facilities.

3.

The sign
of a good
place to live

Through careful analysis of surrounding residential
areas that lie adjacent to the site, Character
Areas have been defined that enable the
development to positively respond and provide an
“answering edge” thus integrating it with existing
development.
2.

Facilities and Services – Does the development
provide (or is it close to) community facilities, such
as shops, schools, workplaces, parks, play areas,
pubs or cafes?
Yes, the sustainability characteristics of this
site for residential development have been
thoroughly tested and demonstrated throughout
the submitted supporting documentation for
this Outline Planning Application. In particular
the Supporting Planning Statement and revised
Design & Access Statement demonstrates by
various methods how this site is well related to a
range of community facilities including education,
employment, retail and leisure, many of which are
well within 2km walking distance of the site.

How to use BfL12
BfL12 comprises of 12 questions, with four questions
in each chapter:
• Integrating into the neighbourhood
• Creating a place
• Street and home
Based on a simple ‘traffic light’ system
(red, amber and green) we recommend that new
developments aim to:
• Secure as many ‘greens’ as possible,
•Minimise the number of ‘ambers’ and;
• Avoid ‘reds’.

The more ‘greens’ the better a development will be.
A red light gives warning that an aspect
of a development needs to be reconsidered.
A development proposal might not achieve
12 greens for a variety of reasons. Where a proposal
is identified as having one or more 'ambers', which
would point to the need to rethink whether these
elements can be improved, local circumstances may
justify why the scheme cannot meet the higher
standard expected of a green.

Yes, as part of testing and demonstrating the
sustainability characteristics of this site for
residential development, the Supporting Planning
Statement demonstrates how this site is well
related to public transport including bus routes and
stops. In addition it is also demonstrated how by
virtue of its close relationship to Stapleford town
centre walking and cycling are viable alternatives.

12
1

Simpler, easier, better
Each question is complemented by a series of
additional questions that we suggest are useful
questions to ask at the start of the design process.
We’ve provided a series of five recommendations
within each question.
Based on good practice, these recommendations are
designed to stimulate further discussion with local
communities, the project team, the local authority and
other stakeholders to help you find the right solution
locally.

Integrating into
the neighbourhood
1 Connections
Does the scheme integrate into its surroundings by
reinforcing existing connections and creating new ones;
whilst also respecting existing buildings and land uses
along the boundaries of the development site?

2 Facilities and services
Does the development provide (or is it close to) community
facilities, such as shops, schools, workplaces, parks, play
areas, pubs or cafes?

3 Public transport

We’ve travelled the country visiting hundreds
of housing schemes.

Does the scheme integrate into its surroundings by reinforcing existing
connections and creating new ones; whilst also respecting existing buildings
and land uses along the boundaries of the development site?

During these visits, we’ve found common problems.
Our avoidance tips help you avoid these common
pitfalls.

1a Where should vehicles come in and out of the
development?

Finally, we’ve added endnotes providing further detail,
clarity and where appropriate, references you may
find useful.

1b Should there be pedestrian and cycle only routes
into and through the development?
If so where should they go?

7 Creating well defined streets and spaces

We recommend

Are buildings designed and positioned with landscaping to
define and enhance streets and spaces and are buildings
designed to turn street corners well?

Is the scheme designed to make it easy to find your way
around?

Remembering that people who live within a new
development and people who live nearby may want to
walk through the development to get somewhere else, so
carefully consider how a development can contribute
towards creating a more walkable neighbourhood.

Street & Home
9 Streets for all

Thinking carefully before blocking or redirecting existing
routes, particularly where these are well used.
Creating connections that are attractive, well lit, direct,
easy to navigate, well overlooked and safe.

Are streets designed in a way that encourage low vehicle
speeds and allow them to function as social spaces?

10 Car parking

4 Meeting local housing requirements

Is resident and visitor parking sufficient and well integrated
so that it does not dominate the street?

Does the development have a mix of housing types and
tenures that suit local requirements?

11 Public and private spaces

5 Character
Does the scheme create a place with a locally inspired
or otherwise distinctive character?

Thinking about where connections can and should be
made; and about how best the new development can
integrate into the existing neighbourhood rather than
creating an inward looking cul-de-sac development.

8 Easy to find your way around

Does the scheme have good access to public transport
to help reduce car dependency?

Creating a place

4.
Connections

Ensuring that all streets and pedestrian/cycle only routes
pass in front of people’s homes, rather than to the rear of
them.

Will public and private spaces be clearly defined and
designed to be attractive, well managed and safe?

We recommend that you avoid

12 External storage and amenity space
Is there adequate external storage space for bins
and recycling as well as vehicles and cycles?

�

Not considering how the layout of a development could
be designed to improve connectivity across the wider
neighbourhood.

6 Working with the site and its context
Does the scheme take advantage of existing topography,
landscape features (including water courses), wildlife
habitats, existing buildings, site orientation and
microclimates?
2

1

Figure 6.17 -Extract from ‘Building for Life’

Public Transport – Does the scheme have good
access to public transport to help reduce car
dependency?

Meeting Local Housing Requirements – Does the
development have a mix of housing types and
tenures that suit local requirements?

1c Where should new streets be placed and could
they be used to cross the development site and
help create linkages across the scheme and into
the existing neighbourhood?
1d How should the new development relate to
existing development? What should happen
at the edges of the development site?

Yes*, Field Farm will provide approximately 450
new homes encompassing a range of house
types which will include extensive family housing.
W Westerman Ltd want to provide new homes in
Stapleford in a way that will contribute positively
to the community with a range of property types
that will ensure that not only is there a range
of properties for different stages in life but the
different properties create an attractive and
desirable environment in which to live.
*At this Outline Planning Application stage full
details surrounding the layout of the buildings
have not been fully determined.
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5.

Character – Does the scheme create a place
with a locally inspired or otherwise distinctive
character?
Yes*, the proposed layout provides for a form of
development that will be able to provide a place
with distinctive character through the careful
use of house types and landscaping. Defined
Character Areas have responded to the numerous
opportunities and constraints informed by the
varying topography of the site, landscape features
and the relationship with surrounding land uses
have determined a design solution specific to this
scheme. This is reflected both in the submitted
Supporting Planning Statement and the Design
and Access Statement.
*At this Outline Planning Application stage full
details surrounding the layout of the buildings
have not been fully determined. Although it is
anticipated that this would be an issue for further
consideration through reserved matters, the
revised Design & Access Statement illustrates
how such matters have been further considered
and have influenced the proposals.

6.

Working with the Site and its Context – Does the
scheme take advantage of existing topography,
landscape features (including water courses),
trees and plants, wildlife habitats, existing
buildings, site orientation and microclimate?
Yes, existing buildings, landscape and topography
provide much of the “context” to this scheme
both in terms of opportunities and constraints.
This is reflected both in the submitted Supporting
Planning Statement and the Design and Access
Statement. In particular attention should be drawn
to the “Assessment” section of the Design and
Access Statement where thorough analysis of
the opportunities, constraints and surrounding
context is included.
Views into and from the site have been carefully
considered through the submitted Landscape
and Visual Impact Assessment, existing trees and
hedges have been retained wherever possible
and improved through additional planting and key
buildings of ecological importance (retained barn)
have been retained.

7.

Creating Well Defined Streets and Spaces –
Are buildings designed and positioned with
landscaping to defined and enhance streets and
spaces and are buildings designed to turn street
corners well?
Yes, the layout of buildings has been largely
informed by factors such the alignment of the
main spine road and key aspects of defined
character (i.e. Character Areas). The main spine
road provides an identifiable route through the
site as a central point of reference. Further to
this internal secondary and tertiary roads have
been provided to enable convenient access for
vehicles together with additional footpaths and
cycle routes for pedestrians and cyclists. Land
mark buildings positioned at key intersections (i.e.
junctions and corners) will also aid navigation and
legibility through the development.
This route structure and the careful orientation
of buildings will clearly differentiate between the
public and private realms. In terms of the defined
public spaces, e.g surrounding the SUDS swales
these are all adjacent to clearly defined areas of
residential development.
The alignment of roads within the site can enable
the use of continuous frontages facing onto streets
without restricting views to and from the site and
making the development feel overly contained.
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6.0 design proposals
8.

Easy to Find Your Way Around – Is the
development designed to make it easy to find
your way around?

The overall route structure has been designed
to ensure that vehicle speeds would not exceed
20mph.

Yes as outlined above; the main spine road
provides an identifiable route through the site as a
central point of reference. Further to this internal
secondary and tertiary roads have been provided
to enable convenient access for vehicles together
with additional footpaths and cycle routes for
pedestrians and cyclists. Land mark buildings
positioned at key intersections (i.e. junctions
and corners) will also aid navigation and legibility
through the development.

The indicative drawings demonstrate that it is
possible to locate the built form in such a manner
that all public spaces and pedestrian routes
can be overlooked by buildings in the interests
of providing passive surveillance and aid their
function as social spaces.

This route structure and the careful orientation
of buildings will clearly differentiate between the
public and private realms. In terms of the defined
public spaces, e.g surrounding the SUDS swales
these are all adjacent to clearly defined areas of
residential development.
9.

Streets for All – Are streets designed in a way that
encourage low vehicle speeds and allow them to
function as social spaces?
Yes, as shown on the indicative drawings,
the road typologies selected for this scheme
purposely vary with shared surfaces, varying
widths and alignments utilised to ensure that
vehicular use of the streets does not dominate.

10.

Car Parking – Is resident and visitor parking
sufficient and well integrated so that it does not
dominate the street?
Yes*, References to Manual for Streets
are numerous and the indicative drawings
demonstrate that this site is capable of
accommodating a building layout that takes
precedence within the street scene. Car parking
would typically be located on plot to provide
active surveillance and where appropriate be set
back from the building line thus ensuring that
frontages are not car dominated.
The road typologies selected for this scheme
purposely vary with shared surfaces, varying
widths and alignments utilised to ensure that
highways do not dominate.

*At this Outline Planning Application stage full
details surrounding the siting and design of
the buildings have not been fully determined.
It is anticipated that this would be an issue for
consideration through reserved matters.
11.

Public and Private Spaces – Will public and
private spaces be clearly defined and designed to
have appropriate access and be able to be well
managed and safe in use?
Yes - Through a combination of route structure
and the careful orientation of buildings the
difference between public and private realms will
be readily understood. In terms of the defined
public spaces, e.g surrounding the SUDS swales
these are all adjacent to clearly defined areas of
residential development.
Owing to linkages with an abundance of
surrounding formal open space, incidental open
spaces have been predominantly provided,
however the need for a LEAP to be provided
as part of the scheme has been identified. It is
proposed that this will be positioned adjacent
to the central SUDs swale and public footpath
whereby active and natural surveillance can be
provided.
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6.0 design proposals
12.

External Storage and Amenity Space – Is there
adequate external storage space for bins and
recycling as well as vehicles and cycles?
Yes* - It is anticipated that the completed
development will provide sufficient storage space
for bins and recycling, as well as for vehicles and
cycles.
In terms of private amenity space, it is anticipated
that the development will allow for the provision of
such spaces to meet established local authority
requirements.
*At this Outline Planning Application stage full
details surrounding the siting and design of
the buildings have not been fully determined.
It is anticipated that this would be an issue for
consideration through reserved matters.
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7.0 Conclusions
7.0.	Conclusions
7.1.

7.7.

Development of Field Farm would provide an
opportunity to address the substantial housing
numbers required by the emerging Core Strategy
and also the NPPF.

7.8.

Given the need and urgency for a step change
in housing delivery owing to the current lack of a
5 year land supply, suitable development sites,
such as that at Field Farm, Stapleford should be
brought forward now “without delay”, particularly
where they are deliverable, not constrained by
land ownership, planning policies or infrastructure
requirements. The scheme at Field Farm provides
an excellent opportunity for the delivery of housing
in a sustainable location upon a site that is
available, suitable and achievable.

7.9.

The site is clearly situated in a sustainable location
with local services and community facilities
accessible through numerous pedestrian and
cycle connections from the site.

This Design and Access Statement has been
prepared in support of an outline planning
application at Field Farm, Stapleford.

7.2.

It firstly provides an assessment of the site and
its surroundings based upon site visits, relevant
documentation and also the wider inputs and
investigations of the professional consultant team.

7.3.

An outline is provided of stakeholder awareness
and participation that has influenced the
preparation of the revised scheme as part of this
outline planning application.

7.4.

The findings of the above two exercises has been
condensed and evaluated to formulate a set of
opportunities and constraints which have in turn
defined a set of principles to underpin the design
proposals.

7.5.

Furthermore this statement explains the design
response through aspects of use, amount, layout,
scale, appearance, landscaping and access &
movement.

7.6.

It is considered that W Westerman Ltd can
reasonably claim that granting planning permission
for development at Field Farm, Stapleford would
comply with all current national planning policy in
terms of sustainable development.

7.10. It is W Westerman Ltd’ belief that this application
and its supporting documents provide evidence
that the site can be developed without any
demonstrable harm to issues of acknowledged
importance and at the same time providing high
quality residential development that has a high
regard for the existing pattern and character of
surrounding development.
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